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P R E S I D E N T ’S  M E S S A G E

I have oft en struggled with some of my colleagues’ 

perception of ADA members as hearing aid ped-

dlers with an Audiology degree. Th is perception 

may stem from the controversial history when 

independent practitioners (most of whom were 

ADA members) were considered mavericks in 

audiology. Many of those ADA members were 

the pioneers that made it possible for hearing aid 

dispensing to be included in our scope of practice 

so that all audiologists could treat patients that 

needed amplifi cation.  Beyond this, perhaps this 

perception can be explained by the fact that reim-

bursement for professional services was limited 

because audiologists were not recognized as stand 

alone “professionals.”  It was diffi  cult to insure 

adequate and appropriate reimbursement levels 

for our professional services.  As a new profes-

sion, most audiologists worked in ENT practices, 

university clinics, hospitals, multi-disciplinary 

medical settings and other arenas of employment. 

Audiologists supported the physicians’ surgical 

schedules or were a part of a large team and little 

eff orts were taken to collect or fi ght for higher 

reimbursement levels for audiologic diagnostics.   

When audiologists began choosing free-standing, 

independent practice settings, many of the built-

in referral sources in the clinical model were 

not available to keep patient volumes high.  Th e 

independent practitioner, in many cases, was not 

recognized as an autonomous professional entity. 

Th at, combined with low third party reimburse-

ment revenue, caused cash fl ow problems.  Fortu-

nately, once treatment through dispensing became 

part of our scope of practice, it allowed private 

practioners to increase patient fl ow and revenues, 

while at the same time building referral sources 

and professional alliances.  However, reimburse-

ment levels for diagnostic services were and 

continue to be an issue. Even though audiologic 

diagnostics are covered by most third-party pay-

ers, the reimbursement rate is so discounted that 

if one takes into account the time spent in billing 

and rebilling and collecting etc; it is not much bet-

ter than break-even. 

Audiology practices must reckon with--and 

improve third party reimbursement so that the 

livelihood of a private practitioner is not depen-

dent on products. Much can be learned regarding 

this issue by following the lead of other profes-

sional disciplines who have dealt with this chal-

lenge before us. We also need to embrace and 

accept the idea that the dispensing of prosthetic 

rehabilitative devices is routine just as parallel 

professionals have done for many years.

Our colleagues in dentistry, for instance, derive 

most of their income in the fi tting and delivery of 

fabricated goods like crowns, bridges, caps and of 

course braces and other prosthetic devices.  Yet, 

they are not thought of  as prosthetic mouthpiece 

peddlers with a degree in dentistry.  We must 

rid ourselves of the old academic model of only 

providing diagnostic evaluations and being sup-

port personnel for other medical disciplines. We 

must focus on ownership of our profession with 

its entire scope of practice being the acceptable 

realm of the audiologist.  Th en, and only then, 

will we develop the professional attitude of an 

autonomous professional. Once we accomplish 

this, it will be apparent to all, that audiologists are 

Hear Here!

Continued on page 48
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Start Where You Stand...
Hear we Go!
With the presidential inauguration and the media 

headlines of history in the making, there is a spirit 

in my being that can be best characterized as 

momentous excitement! 

I looked up the defi nition of inaugural and started 

refl ecting on this adjective: 1) Serving to set in 

motion 2) Marking a beginning 3) Initiative 

4) First …

In all of our lives, we have tens of thousands of 

fi rsts and beginnings, from the time we took our 

fi rst steps with a parent’s encouraging claps and 

smiles, to the retirement party that celebrated an 

ending career and a new chapter in a life.  Th e fi rsts 

in the middle oft en times are ignored or slated as 

insignifi cant.  Imagine if we celebrated our “fi rsts” 

in a ceremonial way- how the spirit of momentum 

would rise, and more importantly, the awareness of 

accountability would change.  

Personally and professionally, we all start some-

where, albeit, some of us know where we stand more 

than others do.  Soika writes about this journey in 

her article on tracking in this issue. In order to get 

where you are going, you have to know where you 

are and plan your destination.  In business, know-

ing your destination and planning your path is the 

key to any successful venture.  

Recently, I hired a young Au.D. audiologist.  Know-

ing where my practice stood and where I intend 

to go made this addition to my practice essential.  

Nonetheless, it was a stretch for me as I was com-

fortable being a sole practitioner taking care of each 

and every patient that came into my offi  ce.  As you 

know, there are only so many hours in a day so to 

reach my goals, I needed to add more hours by 

sharing the load with another professional.  Admit-

tedly, at fi rst I was apprehensive about this young 

audiologist’s limited “real world” experience, until I 

refl ected on my inaugural year in Private Practice.  

Even to this day, I oft en tell myself and advise oth-

ers, “Start where you stand.”  Aft er all, that is all you 

can do.  Th en…. Here we go!

In my role as Editor, I am excited about this inaugu-

ral issue of Audiology Practices. We have a renewed 

dedication to providing our members a useful 

resource that is in keeping with ADA’s position 

paper, “Ensuring Audiology’s Future in Healthcare: 

Owning the Profession through a Culture of Prac-

tice Ownership”. We have set into motion a content 

guide to ensure you receive valuable and practi-

cal information to help you with your journey.  I 

believe Audiology Practices will be a “keeper” for 

you to continually return to as a valuable resource.  

In every issue you will fi nd business advice from 

veteran audiologists and experts in a variety of 

fi elds.  Also, clinical practices regarding diagnostics 

and treatment will be featured to help you con-

tinue to be a life-long learner. Professional issues 

will be explored as the climate of our profession 

is continually presented with changes and chal-

lenges.  A valuable resource to our members will be 

Th e Source: a content section that will continue to 

provide a Forms Forum, FAQ, and other valuable 

resources. Lastly, I have included a section called 

Pandora’s Box, where you will have the opportunity 

to meet an ADA member in a section called Your 

Story that will feature audiologists in various stages 

of their career.  You may enjoy a photomontage in 

our scrapbook, and other miscellaneous topics.

Continued on page 48
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ADA: Hear for Your Future
Th e audiology profession has experienced a dynamic 

shift  over the past two decades! Th e Au.D is now 

recognized as the fi rst professional degree in audiol-

ogy--today there are nearly 70 universities that off er 

Au.D. programs across the United States, and U.S. 

News and World Report recently named audiology as 

a “Best Profession.” 

ADA is evolving to keep pace with both our profes-

sion and the changing needs of our members. Th e 

past year has been one of transformational change 

for ADA, change punctuated by the development 

of a comprehensive strategic plan and the release of 

ADA’s position paper, “Ensuring Audiology’s Future 

in Healthcare: Owning the Profession through a Cul-

ture of Practice Ownership,” which can be found at 

www.audiologist.org. ADA’s commitment to provid-

ing valuable resources for autonomous practitioners is 

exemplifi ed by the inaugural issue of AP, but that’s just 

the beginning...ADA is planning several other initia-

tives in 2009, initiatives that are driven by what mem-

bers need and what our profession warrants.  

Getting Down to Business
ADA has established a Practice Resource Advisory 

Committee, charged with identifying and develop-

ing business tools for ADA members, from business 

forms and practice-centric planning templates to 

expanded reimbursement resources. Plans are also 

underway to expand educational opportunities for 

ADA members by using electronic platforms such as 

webinars and podcasts.

ADA to Launch a Plug and Play PR Campaign
On Wednesday, May 13, 2009, ADA invites you to 

celebrate Better Hearing Month by reaching out to 

your communities with ADA’s nationwide HEAR 

FOR YOU campaign. As part of this campaign, 

member participants will have the opportunity 

to off er limited services (stay tuned…specifi c 

information available soon), and education to 

the hearing impaired community. Th is campaign, 

craft ed by ADA on behalf of its members, will 

serve to highlight the expertise and quality patient 

care provided by member practitioners, and will 

foster recognition of the autonomous audiology 

profession. As part of HEAR FOR YOU, ADA 

will provide promotional materials, press release 

templates and other great ideas to help ADA 

members spread the word throughout their local 

communities. Contact Stephanie Czuhajewski at 

sczuhajewski@audiologist.org for more infor-

mation and to get involved.

Say What? Networking that Works
ADA is broadening member networking opportu-

nities to provide you with more frequent and more 

meaningful peer-to-peer dialogue. Members can now 

take advantage of online forums including the ADA 

Connect Listserve and the ADA Wiki. You are also 

encouraged to participate in one of ADA’s expanded 

committees and to partner with ADA to become 

engaged in regional and state-focused events.

It is my absolute pleasure to serve as ADA’s execu-

tive director because the entrepreneurial spirit that 

permeates this organization is like none other. ADA’s 

success and the success of the 2009 initiatives hinge 

on your participation and input—please contact me 

or other headquarters staff  with your thoughts and 

ideas. ADA is committed to being Hear for You and 

Hear for Your Future!  ■  

AUDIOLOGY PRACTICES ■ WINTER 2009    7
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B U S I N E S S

Every venue providing audiologic services 

should have a method to monitor the fi nan-

cial progress of the practice. Institutional 

practices will likely have a prescribed set of 

data to be reviewed on a regular basis by the 

head of the audiology department or sec-

tion in concert with a member of the busi-

ness or accounting department charged 

with revenue analysis and enhancement. 

Hospitals, clinics and large multi-specialty 

group practices consistently review spe-

cifi c items gleaned from the fi nancial state-

ments to monitor productivity and profi t-

ability. Since these measures can be applied 

to any practice of any size or venue, several 

effi  ciency and activity calculations are pre-

sented in this review. Although there are a 

myriad of other calculations that can assist 

in fi scal analysis and monitoring of a prac-

tice, those presented here are fundamen-

tal to practice management and essential 

to prudent business decisions. Th e data 

necessary to conduct these calculations is 

readily available within the fi nancial infor-

mation generated by the practice. 

Fiscal 
Assessment 

of Your 
Audiology 

Practice

BY ROBERT M. TRAYNOR, ED.D., M.B.A. 

AND ROBERT G. GLASER, PH.D.
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 Practice Assessment
Freeman et al (2000) describes two forms of fi nancial apprais-

als; cross sectional and time series analysis. Cross sectional 

analysis, refers to the comparison of the practice’s performance 

to that of an industry standard for similar practices in size, 

scope and geographical area. Th ere are no data sources from 

which we can easily glean valid performance information from 

audiology practices regardless of their size, scope or practice 

venue. Generalized information on practice performance may 

be available, however, specifi c information on data such as 

numbers of instruments purchased for dispensing or billing 

information relative to  specifi c to CPT or ICD-9 codes sub-

mitted for reimbursement are commonly (and appropriately) 

treated as either proprietary or private information. Th erefore, 

even the most inferential assessment of a cross sectional analy-

sis becomes little more than educated assumptions at best. 

Time series analysis enables an assessment of practice perfor-

mance based on metrics generated within the practice. Criti-

cal data is pulled from fi nancial statements covering specifi c 

periods of time for the practice. Data-based management 

decisions about how the practice operates, where it can or 

should be improving or whether or not practice eff orts should 

contract or expand in specifi c markets in providing specifi c 

services can be established by time series comparisons of the 

fi nancial information. Trends in instrument sales or in specifi c 

CPT code billings can be monitored over specifi c time periods. 

If profi tability is found to consistently trend positively across 

several comparative time periods, inferences can be generated 

that it will likely continue to trend positively based on con-

sistent performance. Trends in instrument sales or in specifi c 

CPT code billings can be monitored over specifi c time periods. 

If a trend for positive or negative profi tability is found across 

several comparative time periods, the practice manager has the 

essential information to continue profi tability or apply correct 

managerial modifi cations to reverse the losing trends.

Where is the Data?
Financial statements are full of numbers that, in isolation, have 

limited signifi cance. Since the fi nancial statements alone do 

not provide information on the effi  ciency or profi tability of 

the practice, they require analysis and a time series compari-

son to generate real information. When these numbers in the 

current statements are compared to fi nancial statements con-

ducted at other times (monthly or yearly), they come alive with 

informative data that paints a true picture of how (and when) 

success or decline has developed. Financial statements with 

the correct calculations and comparisons can reveal a wealth 

of information to the practice owner, partners or stockhold-

ers about earnings over time, soaring or stagnated sales, and 

even the practice’s capability to pay back a loan to the bank. 

For example, comparing the 1st quarter 2004, 2005, 2006 and 

2007 will provide information about activity in the fi rst quar-

ters and provides a metric for what is likely to be seen in the 

fi rst quarter of 2008. Marshall et al (2004) indicate that these 

calculations assist in the determination of a practice’s fi nan-

cial position and the result of their operations by reporting on 

liquidity, activity, and debt and profi tability analysis of income 

statements—with some degree of likelihood forecasting built 

into the snapshot that is the time segment selected for analysis. 

It is the calculation of various ratios from data locked within 

balance sheets and income statements that facilitate the com-

parison of practice performance from one point in time to 

another, no matter what the size of the operation. Although 

there are many of these calculations, a wise practice manager 

should consult with their accountant as to those that are the 

most benefi cial for the practice. Th ese relatively simple mea-

sures can be computed and then transferred to a spreadsheet 

and reviewed over time to demonstrate the health of practice, 

for obtaining loans or supplier credit, reviewing success and 

failure for management decisions, to set budgets, or simply to 

provide general performance information.

The Calculations
Financial statements provide essential time-series or within 

practice information regarding its capability to meet supplier 

obligations, employee salaries, product deposit returns, loans, 

leases, and other expenses. Practice managers should integrate 

the use of liquidity, activity and leverage ratios for the analysis 

of the balance sheet and the income statement to demonstrate 

the strengths and weaknesses of the practice. Liquidity ratios 

are used to measure the short-term ability of practice to gen-

erate cash to pay currently maturing obligations while activ-

ity ratios measure how eff ectively the organization is using its 

assets, analyzing how quickly some assets can be turned into 

cash. Debt or leverage ratios refl ect the long term solvency or 

overall liquidity of the practice and are of interest to the inves-

tors and/or the bankers that have loaned money.
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Liquidity Ratios
A common liquidity ratio is the Current Ratio (CR). Th e CR 

is sometimes called a Working Capital Ratio as it is a calcula-

tion of how many times the practice’s current assets cover its 

current liabilities and specifi cally looks at if the practice has 

suffi  cient resources to meet current liabilities. Put another way, 

the Current Ratio asks the questions, can the practice pay its 

bills or not?  Th e Current Ratio is fi gured on the Balance Sheet 

as follows:

If the result of a CR calculation is less than 1, the practice will 

not be able to meet its current liabilities and if the CR is 2 or 

more, the practice can pay its bills and have money left  over. 

Usually bankers and practice managers like to see this ratio at 

least between 1 and 2. Since the CR calculation includes pre-

paid expenses (such as insurance, etc.) and the inventory, in 

some situations it may off er a cloudy view of the real picture. 

Particularly these days when audiology practices may have a 

stock of open fi t or RITE hearing instruments, many Audiol-

ogy practices now have some inventory. Th us, a very common 

modifi cation of the CR is the Quick Ratio (QR), commonly 

known as the Acid Test Ratio (ATR). Th e ATR evaluates the 

practice’s liquidity without considering the inventory and pre-

paid expenses and, in doing so, oft en presents a more accurate 

indication of the liquidity of an Audiology practice. Th e ATR is 

fi gured from the information on the Balance Sheet as follows:

As with the CR, Acid Test Ratio values less than 1 demon-

strate that the practice has serious diffi  culty meeting everyday 

expenses. 

Just as plans are made to meet personal obligations in tough 

times, wise practice managers keep an emergency fund in the 

case that business drops off  or ceases. Th ese can be from natu-

ral disasters, major construction projects proximal to the clinic, 

or simply a downturn in the economy. In Accounting, emer-

gency funds are called Defensive Assets (DA) or those assets 

that can be turned into cash within 3 months or less, such as 

cash (savings), marketable securities, or accounts receivable. 

A calculation that determines the amount of Defensive Assets 

(RA) necessary to ward off  disaster is the Defensive Interval 

Measure (DIM).  To fi gure the DIM, it is fi rst necessary to 

know the Projected Daily Operating Expenses (PDOE) or how 

much it costs to keep the practice open each day. To fi nd the 

PDOE, simply look at the Income Statement and determine 

the cost of goods sold in a year (listed as the selling and admin-

istrative expenses) in a year and other ordinary cash expenses 

for the year then divide by 365:

Once the daily operating expenses (PDOE) are known, the 

DIM is found by dividing the DA by the PDOE:

Th e DIM calculation gives the manager of the practice knowl-

edge of the length of time the business could survive if revenue 

was substantially reduced or absent as present.

Activity Ratios
Activity Ratios are calculations that allow the practice manager 

or owner to review how effi  ciently the practice uses its assets to 

generate cash. Although there are a number of Activity Ratios 

that can present the effi  ciency of the practice, the Accounts 

Receivable Turnover Ratio (ART), Th e Inventory Turnover 

Ratio (ITR), and the Total Assets Turnover Ratio (TAT) are 

useful to managers. 

It is a good policy for all patients to pay when products and/

or services are delivered and most practices have a sign 

to that eff ect in the waiting room, collecting as much rev-

enue as possible on the date of delivery. Reality is, however, 

that insurance companies pay slowly; sometimes 60-120 

days aft er the services are rendered and may oft en not even 

pay the fi rst time the claim is submitted. Some patients need 

time to pay for goods and services require credit to facilitate 

the sales of hearing aids, batteries and other goods or ser-

vices. Although credit given to patients is another topic, the 

receivable account should be closely monitored to determine 

how much is due to the practice and how long, on the aver-

age, it takes to collect for these credit sales. Th e Accounts 

Current Ratio =
Current Assets

Current Liabilities

Acid 
Test 

Ratio

Cash + Marketable Securities + Accounts Receivable

 Current Liabilities
 =

Projected Daily Operating Expenses =
Total Yearly Expenses

365

=
Defensive Assets

Projected Daily Operating Expenses 
Defensive Interval 

Measure
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Receivable Turnover Ratio (ART) looks at how many 

times the receivable account is turned into cash each year. 

To obtain the ART ratio it is necessary to fi rst fi nd the average 

amount that is due the practice from the receivable account at 

any one time or the Average Accounts Receivable (AAR) bal-

ance. Th is is obtained by adding the accounts receivable bal-

ance at the end of last year and balance of the accounts receiv-

able at the end of the current year and dividing it by 2:

Once the AAR is computed, the time it takes to convert this 

account into cash or the ART ratio is conducted by taking 

the Net Sales (Income Statement) and dividing by the average 

accounts receivable balance:

Once known, the ART present the manager with how long 

it takes, on the average, to collect the amounts that in the 

accounts receivable, thus, the higher the ratio the better. For 

example, if the ART ratio is = 5.3, the practice turns over the 

accounts receivable 5.3 times per year or every 2.26 months. 

To obtain more detail, the calculation of the number of days it 

takes to turn the accounts receivable can be obtained by simply 

dividing the average accounts receivable into 365. 

As indicated earlier, Audiology practices are now stocking 

more inventory than ever before and it is benefi cial to under-

stand how fast the inventory sold so that stock can be ordered 

routinely. Th e Inventory Turnover Ratio (ITR) is the calcula-

tion that measures how fast the inventory is sold, or “turned”. 

To arrive at the ITR it is necessary to obtain the average value 

of the inventory in the practice. Th e Average Inventory (AI) is 

found by reviewing the Balance Sheet and taking the begin-

ning inventory for the year and the ending inventory of the 

previous year and dividing by 2. 

Once the AI is known, the ITR can be computed by dividing 

the cost of the goods sold (Income Statement) by the average 

inventory. 

If the ITR was 5.9 this indicates that the inventory will turn 

almost 6 times each year. As with other activity ratios, the turn-

ing of the inventory can be further delineated to refl ect how 

long it takes the inventory to sell out in days by simply dividing 

365 by the ITR. In this example, if the inventory turns about 6 

times per year then it takes about 61 days for the inventory to 

sell out. Th ese data assist the manager in taking advantage of 

discounts for more effi  cient ordering of products, free demon-

stration product off ers and insures that there is always a suf-

fi cient supply of products on hand for sale.

Th e Total Assets Turnover ratio presents how many times the 

practice assets turns over per year and is an indication of how 

effi  ciently assets are turned into cash. Th e TAT calculation looks 

at the sales for goods and services (Income Statement) and 

divides by the total assets (Balance Sheet) to arrive at how many 

times the practices’ assets turnover per year. 

Of course, the higher the ratio the better as this is an indication 

that the assets turn over more times per year, suggestive of an 

effi  cient practice that uses it assets effi  ciently to generate cash.

Leverage or Debt Ratios
Th ere are two benefi cial ratios that provide the practice man-

ager with information as to the debt of the practice. Th e Debt 

to Assets Ratio (DAR) and the Times Interest Earned (TIE) 

ratio present the capability of the practice to support debt for 

the addition of equipment, to open another location, or other 

activities. 

Th e DAR presents how much liability the practice has for every 

dollar of assets and off ers creditors information about the abil-

ity of the practice to withstand losses. Specifi cally, the creditors 

are interested in how much of a loss the practice can sustain 

without impairing its capability to repay loans with interest. 

Average Accounts Receivable =
AR (Year 1) + AR (Year 2)

2

=
Net Sales

Average Accounts Receivable
Accounts Receivable

Turnover Ratio

Average Inventory =
Beginning Inventory + Ending Inventory

2

Inventory Turnover Ratio =
Cost of Goods Sold

Average Inventory

Total Asset Turnover Ratio =
Sales

Total Assets
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Th e DAR is simply the Total Liabilities divided by the Total 

Assets (Balance Sheet):

A desirable DAR is a low number since the higher the num-

ber indicates that the practice is more dependent on borrowed 

money to sustain itself. If the DAR is high it suggests that small 

changes in cash fl ow may cause serious diffi  culties in the capa-

bility to repay their debt. 

Th e Times Interest Earned (TIE) ratio is an indication of how 

many times the practice earns the amount of interest that it is 

charged on the money that it has borrowed. Th e TIE is com-

puted by taking the practices’ earnings before interest and taxes 

and dividing it by the interest charged (Income Statement).

In an audiology practice the TIE should be somewhere between 

three and fi ve as it indicates that the earnings are at least three 

to fi ve times greater than the interest payments. A TIE ratio 

that is less than 1 indicates that the practice cannot pay its 

interest commitments.

Sometimes the ratios that oft en tell the most about a practice 

are the profi tability ratios that are conducted on the income 

statement. Th ese profi tability ratios are clues to how well the 

practice performed and looks at the adequacy of  the compa-

ny’s net income, the rate of return on assets that is achieved, 

and the practices’ profi t margin as a percentage of sales. Useful 

profi tability ratios refl ecting performance of the practice are 

the Profi t Margin On Sales (PMOS) and the Asset Turnover 

Ratio (ATR) calculated from information presented in both 

the Income Statement and the Balance Sheet.  

Th e Profi t Margin On Sales (PMOS) presents the profi t margin 

achieved aft er all expenses are subtracted and presents how much 

of every dollar of sales are profi t. To compute the PMOS, Net Profi t 

(Income Statement) is divided by Sales (Income Statement):

PMOS results are presented in a percentage that refl ects the 

amount of each dollar that is profi t. For example, if the cal-

culation yields 20% then $0.20 cents of every dollar collected 

is profi t. Th ese values can be tracked to determine if there are 

changes in profi tability that require attention.

Summary
Although ratios can be very helpful in the evaluation of a prac-

tice, Glaser and Traynor (2008) off er some cautions on the use 

of ratio analysis. Th ey indicate that the best information about 

a company’s health is determined from comparison and analy-

sis of a group of ratios, not a single ratio and that these com-

parisons need to be made from like times of the year to arrive 

at accurate data on the practice’s performance. Additionally, 

they also indicate that these ratios may be distorted somewhat 

due to the reimbursement policies of insurance companies.

Th is has been a basic orientation to the use of ratio analy-

sis to evaluate the Audiology practice. Th ere are many other 

ratios that can unlock specifi c performance information that 

are not presented in this discussion. Th e development of a set 

ratio assessment calculations to track various components of 

your particular practice should be developed with the help of 

a Certifi ed Public Accountant or other trained business pro-

fessional. Once set up these calculations can be tracked over 

time using a spreadsheet to facilitate a basis for decisions based 

actual practice performance. ■
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Tracking
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World class archers hit the bull’s eye 98.2% of the 

time on average. That’s a pretty impressive accu-

racy rate; and of course, it takes countless hours 

of practice to get to that level. But, imagine for a 

moment what would happen if we were to blind-

fold that world class archer, and spin him around 

a time or two. Would he then hit the target 20% 

of the time? 2%? Would he hit it at all?

B U S I N E S S

The Key 
to Hitting 

Your Success 
Targets

BY TINA SOIKA, M.S.

W

TrackingTracking your Business
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W
hen we don’t track our business 

metrics, we are like that blindfolded 

archer. We have very little chance 

of hitting our target. We all want our prac-

tices to grow and thrive. But, without set-

ting goals and carefully monitoring prog-

ress against those goals, we are likely to 

be disappointed in our business results—

especially in today’s economic climate.

Businesses that track performance against key metrics are 

FIVE TIMES more likely to exceed their goals than businesses 

which do little measuring of results. Do you really want to run 

the risk of being fi ve times less successful than you could be?  

Many practice owners don’t track because they feel the pro-

cess is too cumbersome, or they feel that they don’t have the 

time. But, you can eff ectively track your business by taking a 

few simple steps in the right direction. It doesn’t have to be 

complicated; and you don’t have to measure everything. In the 

remainder of this article, we’ll walk you through the fi ve steps 

you need to take in order to implement a simple, eff ective busi-

ness tracking strategy.

Step 1: Goal Setting is Essential 
to Your Success! 
Where do you want your business to be a year from now?  If 

you want, you can come up with that goal within fi ft een min-

utes. Th ere are two methodologies you can use.

Figure out how much money you want to make and then work 

backwards to come up with the amount of hearing aids you 

need to sell in order to come up with that level of profi t.

Look at how many units your practice sold in the prior year; 

and come up with a reasonable percentage of increase. 

Here’s an example:  

Let’s say that you averaged 20 units per month through 2008 

for a total of 240 hearing aids. Your average selling price was 

$2,000. You generated $480,000 in revenue. Aft er all expenses, 

your net profi t was $67,200, or 14% of the total net revenue.

Let’s set a goal for you to grow by 15% next year. You would 

need to average 23 units per month. Your revenue would 

increase to $552,000; and if we kept your profi t margin the 

same, you would net $77,280. Not bad!

Now, you might be sitting there saying, “Big deal. Anyone can 

do the math. But, how do I get there?”  But, the truth is you fi rst 

need to know where “there” is. Now that you know where “there” 

is, you can then begin to think about how you are going to get 

those 3 extra units in the door every month. Maybe it’s through 

an increase in closure rate, or by doing a better job of contacting 

former patients, or by increasing physician referrals. 

Step 2: What Numbers Do I Need to Track?
Now that you know what your goals are, you need to estab-

lish the metrics that you will track to ensure that you stay on 

track to hit your goals. Th ere is a long list of numbers that you 

COULD track. 

 • Return On Investment 

 • Net Dollars

 • Gross Units 

 • Net Units

 • Referral Source

 • Marketing Eff orts Return of Investment

 • Product Mix

 • Cost of Goods

 • Closure Rate 

 • % Companion Rate

 • Aidable Ears

 • Aids fi t

 • Tested Not Sold Rate 

 • Return For Credit (RFC)

 • Exchanges

 • Binaural Rates

 • (etc.)

But, if you want to make it as easy on yourself as possible, the 

short list of numbers you need to track in order to ensure that 

you stay on track to hit your goals are:  

 • Average Selling Price 

 • Gross Units 

 • Net Units

 • Referral Source

 • Cost of Goods

 • Closure Rate 
 • Binaural Rate
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“If you don’t know where 

you are going, any old 

road will get you there!”

                      —Lewis Carroll

Step 3: How Do I Track?
Most practice owners track their business results one of two 

ways. Th ey either do it manually using an Excel spreadsheet 

or they pull reports from their practice management soft ware 

packages (Sycle, Hear Form, TIMS etc.)  Either way, you need to 

fi gure out two things:  where you can pull the information from; 

and what process changes you need to make in the practice in 

order to ensure that the information gets tracked and gets into 

your hands. 

Spending some time just thinking about how you can get that 

information out of existing tools and systems is time well-spent. 

You may be surprised to learn that most of the information 

that you need to track is already sitting on your computer; or 

is already being tracked by someone in your practice in some 

fashion.  You may just need to tweak a few things in order to 

get the tracking information you need. If you fi nd that you do 

need to do more than a little tweaking, don’t panic. Keep in 

mind that the information exists.  No complex formulas or log-

arithms are needed. Th e information just needs to be gathered 

up and put into one place so that you can see it and react to it.   

Step 4: Establishing the Tracking Process
All of the above are the easy parts. Implementation is where 

most practices fall down in the tracking process. It is those 

business processes that need to change in order to support 

tracking that are the hardest to get into place and keep going. 

Th ose process failures are what make practice owners want to 

throw up their hands and give up on tracking. 

To give yourself the best chance at getting these process 

changes in place, we recommend two things. First, carefully 

think through the processes that need to be put into place in 

order to ensure that tracking happens. Second, communicate 

those process changes at a staff  meeting. During the staff  meet-

ing, you’ll want to explain how the information will be used, 

discuss what processes need to change, and assign who will 

track and or enter the information into the tracking tool. Spell-

ing all of this out clearly will help you get your staff  there. Th ey 

may not like the changes, but they will be much more likely 

to comply if they clearly understand what they need to do in 

order to get you the information that you need.

Step 5: Follow-Through: 
The Most Important Step Of All 
Now that you have your numbers, you need to review them 

weekly. You need to seek to understand the reasons behind 

variances to goal. Once you understand the reasons behind the 

variances, then you can make changes to your practice to drive 

better results. Tracking your business results will not guaran-

tee that you hit your practice goals, 

but remember that statistic. By track-

ing your business, you have made it 

fi ve times more likely that you will 

hit your goal. Knowledge about what 

is going on in your practice gives 

you the power and the insight to 

make the changes that will make 

the diff erence. Hoping that your 

business will do well in 2009 is 

not a sound business strategy. 

Making a commitment to the 

discipline of measuring results 

and managing the numbers of 

your business is! ■

Tina Soika, M.S.  is president 

and chief operating offi  cer of 

American Hearing Aid Associates 

(AHAA), West Chester, Pa. She has 

nearly 25 years’ experience in gen-

eral management, marketing and 

sales, product development, and 

information systems in the health 

care industry.
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Otoacoustic
Emissions 

(OAEs)
Clinically Misunderstood and Under Utilized

  BY STEVEN D. SMITH, AU.D.

It is hard to believe that over 30 

years have passed since Dr. David 

Kemp’s discovery of Otoacoustic 

Emissions. Clinically we have seen 

the use of Otoacoustic Emissions utilized 

since the mid 1990’s, but have we as a pro-

fession fully embraced this specialized test?
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feedback associated with hearing aids and public address sys-

tems.  He further considered that it should be possible to detect 

the presence of the amplifi er mechanism through detection of 

the oscillation.

Essentially, Dr. Gold had predicted what is now known as 

Spontaneous Otoacoustic Emissions (SOAEs).  Th e mecha-

nism for the emission production is not known, but the dis-

covery by W. E. Brownell in 1985 of outer hair cell motility 

together with recordings of enhanced basilar membrane vibra-

tion in response to low-intensity stimulation led to this theory 

generally being adopted today which is that outer hair cells 

supply the driving force for the emissions, and the “cochlear 

amplifi er” literally described by Hallowell Davis in 1983.

Of course, today, as Dallos stated in 1992, “the traveling wave 

theory is still thought to be the basis for the spatial represen-

tation and temporal dispersion of the cochlea’s response to 

sound, and micromechanical activity originating from the 

outer hair cells is thought to provide the threshold sensitivity 

and tuning that characterizes normal hearing”.  

Hearing loss of cochlear origin in the mild-to-moderate range 

is thought to be due to the loss of a biomechanical amplifi er 

system rather than the reduction in sensitivity of sensory cells.  

Due to the fact OAEs are related to the operation of the outer 

hair cells and because those cells are critical components in 

the normal cochlear response to sound, it follows that OAE 

properties are sensitive to the presence of hearing loss caused 

by hair cell abnormalities.

Th e contributions and hard work of many great researchers 

provided Dr. Kemp with the necessary information to pursue 

his theory and research into Otoacoustic Emissions. Exactly 

how the OAEs are propagated within the cochlea is still much 

debated and researched. A full scientifi c and theoretical discus-

sion of how the OAE response arises is not within the scope 

of this article. However, to allow for a better understanding of 

OAEs a simplistic explanation is that the OAE response arises 

from the unique electromotility of the outer hair cells. Outer 

hair cell functions to boost incoming soft er sounds to overcome 

the viscosity of the inner ear fl uids which acts to attenuate or 

dampen incoming acoustic stimuli. 

Th e presence of OAEs suggests that the cochlea is an active par-

ticipant in the processing of acoustic stimuli. It is believed that 

the OHCs enhance the sensitivity and frequency tuning of the 

vibratory nature of the cochlear partition. When one has OHC 

dysfunction and/or damage, there appears to be a loss of sensi-

tivity and sharp tuning of the basilar membrane vibration. Outer 

Hair Cells produce a unique “cochlear amplifi er” which provides 

the amplifi cation to boost incoming acoustic signals. OAEs can 

A s we enter the year 2009, has the Otoacoustic Emis-

sion test, which is not considered a “new” test been 

widely accepted as a clinical addition among audi-

ologists?  Th e answer is not clear, but based on this author’s 

experience in teaching, lecturing audiologists throughout our 

profession, Otoacoustic Emission Testing is utilized on a very 

limited basis. Why is this?  Th e answer seems to be a lack of 

understanding, education, clinical experience, motivation and 

desire to incorporate this test entity into one’s clinical proto-

cols. Many audiologists simply do not know enough about this 

powerful and excellent test modality. Th e inclusion of Otoa-

coustic Emission testing provides greater comprehensive eval-

uation of a patients hearing health status.

Historical Evolution
To understand Otoacoustic Emissions, one must have some 

understanding and knowledge of their historical evolution and 

discovery. Th e dramatic fi nd of otoacoustic emissions (OAEs) 

by Dr. David Kemp in 1977 set the stage for dramatic changes in 

our understanding of how the auditory system is able to respond 

to the vanishingly small energy levels that are required to reach 

the threshold of perception of humans.  Dr. Kemp’s 1978 report 

of stimulated or evoked otoacoustic emissions (EOAEs) and 

later description of spontaneous otoacoustic emissions (SOAEs) 

provided important evidence that lead to the modern auditory 

theories.  

Over the past several centuries hundreds of theories have 

abounded and been proposed by such great scientist as Von 

Helmhotz, Von Bekesy, and Th omas Gold.  In 1863, Von Helm-

holtz’s research called for the existence of precise resonators 

what are tuned to the individual frequencies of the cochlea.  Th e 

resonators were thought by Helmholtz to respond to the motion 

of the basilar membrane and to vibrate in and of themselves.  

Von Bekesy’s arrives at a diff erent conclusion in a 1928 report 

and suggests a traveling wave disturbance that progresses along 

the cochlea’s basilar membrane from the base to the apex.  Th is 

lead to a profound eff ect on subsequent auditory theory.

Due to the vastly confl icting theories of Von Bekesy and Von 

Helmholtz, Dr. Th omas Gold in 1948 examined both theo-

ries and came to the conclusion that the theories of both Von 

Beskesy and Von Helmholtz provided important components 

of the response of the cochlea to sound.  He further suggested 

that some form of positive feedback, or amplifi cation, must be 

in place to allow humans to respond to low energy levels and do 

so with great sensitivity to small changes in stimulus frequency.  

Dr. Gold realized that the positive feedback mechanism might 

reveal itself through episodes of oscillation like the audible tonal 
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OAEs are valid, reliable measures 

which remain stable over time 

and this alone provides us with 

an excellent test for monitoring 

OHC function.

be thought to be produced as a byproduct of this process of 

amplifi cation. 

We have seen several types of Otoacoustic Emissions identifi ed 

by researchers, these include Spontaneous Evoked Otoacoustic 

Emissions (SOAEs), Stimulus Frequency Otoacoustic Emissions 

(SFOAEs), Transient Evoked Otoacoustic Emissions(TEOAEs), 

and Distortion Product Otoacoustic Emissions(DPOAE). Initial 

and subsequent research has recognized the tremendous benefi t 

that several Otoacoustic Emissions can provide clinically.

Clinically we have utilized two types of OAE tests, DPOAEs and 

TEOAEs. Although both are OAE tests, TEOAEs are thought to 

arise more from linear refl ections along the cochlear partition 

and DPOAEs from nonlinear distortion. 

Clinical Utilization and Benefi ts
Th e body of research and evidence relating to the value of 

OAE testing is well established and continues to grow. Ongo-

ing research, both within the laboratory and clinical settings, 

demonstrates how much we still have to learn about OAEs and 

OAE testing, but yet we have seen the value to utilize this test 

modality in our evaluations.

Audiologists, due to the early use and success of OAE testing 

within the Newborn Hearing Screening Programs, seemed to 

believe that OAE testing was only to be used for this population 

or for pediatric populations. Although we continue to see great 

clinical utilization with the OAE test within Newborn Hearing 

Screening Programs and Pediatric populations, it is incorrect to 

see the OAE test as simply an infant or pediatric test modality. 

OAE testing has several clinical applications within our clinical 

environments. Th ese applications are obvious with our pediat-

ric and newborn populations, diffi  cult to test patients, diff eren-

tial diagnosis of hearing loss, specifi c utilization in diff erential 

evaluation and diagnosis of sensory versus neural, ototoxic-

ity monitoring, serial monitoring of progressive hearing loss 

conditions, noise exposure monitoring, both from music, 

environment, and manufacturing areas. OAEs are valuable 

in monitoring fl uctuating hearing due to autoimmune losses, 

Meniere’s Disease or Cochlear Endolymphatic Hydrops. 

Th e number one rationale for using OAEs in these clinical appli-

cations is simple. We are specifi cally testing the functional integ-

rity of the OHCs, which are essential for sensory hearing. Again, 

the OAE test is a site specifi c test, which means, the response is 

produced by the OHC’s. Of course, one must take into account 

other anatomical sites (external and middle ear systems) in the 

actual acquisition and measurement of OAEs, but having an 

understanding of the mechanism and processes of acquiring 

OAEs only provides us with greater ability to accurately acquire 

and measure OAE responses. 

OAEs are valid, reliable measures which remain stable over time 

and this alone provides us with an excellent test for monitor-

ing OHC function. OAEs  provide us with the earliest possible 

information relating to detection of OHC dysfunction and/or 

damage. It is this author’s opinion that OAE testing should be 

included not only in these special clinical applications, but as a 

part of every standard audiological evaluation, at least initially. 

OAEs alone with tympanometry and behavioral audiometric 

testing provide the most comprehensive evaluation. Th e OAE 

test is providing unique, specifi c information relating to OHC 

function and is not simply duplicating the audiometric testing. 

We do not need a test to simply duplicate what the audiometric 

test provides, but OAEs give us additional information.

Audiologists must take off  their “audiometric blinders” and 

understand our gold standard behavioral audiometric testing 

does not provide us with all the information we need relating to 

a patients hearing health. OAE testing adds to our ability to be 

more comprehensive, more precise in our ability to understand 

a patients hearing health status. Many times OAE test results 

allow us to better understand the basis of patients complains or 

symptoms that the audiometric testing alone could provide. Th e 

testing is non-invasive, fast and objective in nature, although the 

clinical interpretations of OAEs are more subjective and based 

upon the audiologists knowledge, experience and skill.

In looking at specifi c clinical applications we can see the values 

of OAE testing:

1. Newborn Hearing Screening:

 a.  OAE can be recorded reliably from newborn infants. 

OAE recording can be performed in nursery setting. 

Normal OAEs are recorded in persons with normal 

sensory (cochlear) function.
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condition, are unable to perform behavioral 

audiometry tasks, or from infants and young children.

 d.  OAE can detect cochlear dysfunction before it is 

evident by pure tone audiometry. OAE provides 

frequency-specifi c audiologic information.

 
6. Tinnitus

 a.  OAEs are site-specifi c for cochlear (sensory) auditory 

dysfunction.

 b.  OAE can provide objective confi rmation of cochlear 

dysfunction in patients with tinnitus and normal 

audiograms.

 c.  OAE provides frequency-specifi c audiologic information 

which may be associated with the frequency region of 

tinnitus.

7. Noise/Music Exposure 

 a.  OAEs are site-specifi c for cochlear (sensory) auditory 

dysfunction

 b.  Excessive noise/music intensity levels aff ect outer hair cell 

function; OAE are dependent on outer hair cell integrity.

 c.  OAE can provide objective confi rmation of cochlear 

dysfunction in patients with normal audiograms.

 d.  OAE fi ndings are associated with cochlear frequency 

specifi city (i.e., tuning); musician complaints of auditory 

dysfunction can be confi rmed by OAE fi ndings, even 

with a normal audiogram.

 e.  OAE can provide an early and reliable warning sign of 

cochlear dysfunction due to noise/music exposure before 

any problem is evident in the audiogram.

Instrumentation, Cost, Reimbursement
Audiologists are employed and practice in many diverse envi-

ronments and facilities. Many times audiologists do not have 

the fi nal say in the instrumentation they need or the tests they 

would like to perform. Many audiologists who are able to make 

decisions relating to the purchase of OAE instrumentation and 

performance of OAE testing fail to see the overall value of this 

test modality.

Since 1995 the cost of the OAEs has decreased dramatically 

and the number of systems increased signifi cantly.  Th e cost 

of OAE equipment varies from manufacturer to manufacturer, 

but typically range from about $2,500.00 to $8,000.00 depend-

ing on if the equipment is a screening device or a full clini-

cal diagnostic device. One must decide if they want solely an 

 b.  OAEs are abnormal in persons with even mild degrees 

of sensory hearing loss; the main objective of screening 

is to detect sensory hearing impairment.

 c.  OAE recording may require relatively brief test time.

OAE measurement may be performed by 

nonaudiologic personnel.

2. Pediatric Audiometry

 a.  OAE recording is electrophysiological, and not 

dependent on patient behavioral response.

 b.  OAE assess cochlear function specifi cally (behavioral 

audiometry and ABR are also dependent on the status of 

the central auditory nervous system).

 c.  OAE can be recorded from sleeping or sedated 

children.

 d. OAE recording requires relatively short test time.

 e.  OAE provides frequency-specifi c audiologic 

information.

 f.  OAEs are a valuable contribution to the cross-check 

principle.

3.  Assessment in Suspected Functional 
Hearing Loss

 a.  OAE recording is electrophysiological and is not 

dependent on patient behavioral response.

 b.  Normal OAE invariably implies normal sensory 

function.

 c.  OAE provides frequency-specifi c audiologic 

information.

 

4.  Differentiation of Cochlear vs. Retrocochlear Loss      

 a.  A site-specifi c test for cochlear (sensory) auditory 

dysfunction

 b.  In combination with ABR, OAE can clearly 

distinguish sensory vs. neural auditory disorders.

 
5. Monitoring Ototoxicity

 a.  OAEs are site-specifi c for cochlear (sensory) auditory 

dysfunction

 b.  Ototoxic drugs exert their eff ect on outer hair cell 

function; OAE are dependent on outer hair cell 

integrity.

 c.  OAE recording is electrophysiological and is not 

dependent on patient behavioral response; can be 

recorded from patients who, due to their medical 
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OAE screening device, a diagnostic unit, or a combination unit 

that is capable of performing both screening and diagnostic 

OAEs.  Additionally, you must decide if you want TEOAEs or 

DPOAEs.  You could opt for an instrument that performs both 

test modalities. 

Starting in 1996, the Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) 

codes allowed for full reimbursement for either TEOAE or 

DPOAE testing.  Although one could argue they may need 

revision in their description of the actual testing we are per-

forming, we do have actual codes to utilize, which is not the 

case for some of our testing, such as Auditory Steady State 

Response (ASSR) or Vestibular Evoked Myogenic Potential 

(VEMP). OAE reimbursement varies depending on factors 

such as, geographical areas, private insurance companies poli-

cies relating to OAE testing, Medicare and Medicaid allowable 

reimbursement. 

 1.  CPT Code #92587: Evoked otoacoustic emissions; lim-

ited (single stimulus level, either transient or distortion 

products).  Th is is the most typical code utilized.  Th is 

would be considered a screening code.  

 2.  CPT Code #92588: Comprehensive or diagnostic evalu-

ation (comparison of transient and/or distortion product 

otoacoustic emissions at multiple levels and frequencies.  

Th is is for diagnostic OAE testing.  Requires diagnostic 

OAE equipment.

Audiologists in private practice vary in their utilization of 

OAE testing. Th e rationale for those not using OAEs has been 

reported to be due to lack of their ability to bill for the OAE 

test, lack of monies to spend on instrumentation, desire to not 

directly bill patients for OAE testing and thoughts the OAE test 

is not necessary or does not provide additional information.

It is not within this article to imply how any audiologist should 

conduct their testing or manage their practice. Each audiolo-

gist must evaluate their situation in an in-depth manner to 

determine the purchase of instrumentation and potential use 

of the testing clinically. I would encourage any audiologist to 

consider the purchase of OAE instrumentation and to utilize 

OAE testing. Th e information gained even when evaluating 

those with potential hearing loss and subsequent hearing aid 

amplifi cation is benefi cial in terms of a comprehensive review 

of the patients hearing health care. More diverse audiology 

practices, where you evaluate a wide range of patients, would 

defi nitely benefi t from the added diagnostic abilities with OAE 

testing and subsequent monies earned through this type of 

testing.

In a recent survey among clinical facilities performing OAE 

testing the average offi  ce charge for a screening CPT Code 

#92587 ranged from $25.00 to $55.00.  Th e typical insurance 

reimbursement for this procedure code ranges from $23.00 to 

$53.20.  Th e typical offi  ce charge for CPT Code #92588 ranged 

from $45.00 to $74.00. Th e typical insurance reimbursement 

for this procedure ranged from $32.00 to $75.00.

In most facilities the average number of OAEs performed is 

25 to 50 per month.  Assuming an average of 30 OAEs were 

performed each month the average reimbursement would be 

for CPT Code #92597 $1,050.00 per month and $12,600.00 

per year.  Th e equipment would easily pay for itself in 3 to 6 

months time.  Remember this is only an estimate with most 

facilities performing well over 30 OAE tests per month.

Audiology is never about one test as we do not have the “per-

fect” one test that provides us with all the information we need. 

Audiology is about utilization of several test modalities to eval-

uate a patients hearing health status, rule out sensory versus 

neural defi cits, vestibular and/or balance disorders. Audiolo-

gists should utilize their experience, knowledge, skill in deter-

mination of which tests they feel provides them with the most 

in depth and accurate information. Ultimately we need all the 

information we can obtain to give us the best opportunity to 

make an accurate interpretation and ultimately most accurate 

diagnosis. 

Otoacoustic Emission Testing has proven over the years to be a 

valuable addition not only in specialized clinical applications, 

but our standard audiological test battery. OAE testing can be 

and should be utilized in the evaluation of infant, pediatric and 

adult patients. It is non-invasive, reliable, valid and objective in 

its measures. Th ere is a variety of OAE systems to fi t all types of 

audiology practices and a cost eff ective investment. ■

Steven D. Smith, AuD is the Director of Audiology and a Lim-

ited Partner of  ENT Associates of Alabama, P.A., and Physicians 

Hearing and Balance Center. Dr. Smith has been a consultant 

to local hospitals regarding Neurophysiological Testing, Intraop-

erative Monitoring, and Newborn Infant Hearing  Screening. In 

addition, Dr. Smith is an Adjunct Professor at PCO, Associate 

Professor for Auburn University AuD program, and an adjunct 

for Arizona School of Health Sciences (ASHS) Doctorate Audiol-

ogy Program. Dr. Smith is currently involved in research projects 

focusing on Auditory Steady State Responses (ASSRs), Auditory 

Brainstem Response (ABR), Otoacoustic Emissions (OAEs), and 

Intraoperative Cranial Nerve Monitoring (ICNM).
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It’s Not You;
It’s Me
Relating to Patients 
with Different 
Communication Styles

I feel frazzled and drained; 
I’m tired and it’s only 10 am. Mr. Bailey 

(names have been changed to protect 

the innocent and the guilty) has just left 

my offi ce, and I just don’t get him. We 

didn’t connect at all. If this had been a 

date, I would have ended it early assur-

ing him, “It’s not you; it’s me.” He proba-

bly would have wanted to do the same.

BY CALLIE BEAUCHAMP, AU.D.
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What does this tell us?  
Simply stated:  people are people and have been this way for 

centuries. If there had been ancient Greek audiologists, they 

would have been sitting around in their Greek robes eating 

olives, talking to other ancient Greek audiologists about the 

frustrating patient they just saw who was an engineer type and 

was driving him crazy. Imagine that conversation: 

“You know Armetis, I just wish I could give that patient his own 

calibration tool and let him shape his own sound horn. He is 

driving me crazy, I swear to Zeus!”  

Th e point is, we cannot change people. What we can do, how-

ever, is change our own reactions and the way we interact with 

diff erent personality types.

Relating to each person who comes in and out of your offi  ce is 

no easy task. 

One quick and easy tool to use is a model of the four social 

styles by Reid and Merrill, 1981. (Desmond and Copeland, 

2007)  Using this model is a simple way to classify diff erent 

social styles. Social style does not focus on a person’s inner-

most personality or values or even beliefs. Put simply, social 

style is how a person acts, what a person says and does. 

People are far too complex to fi t neatly into a box. Th is tool is 

a convenient way to understand what behaviors a patient may 

prefer and what that person may respond to most positively. 

Th is is also helpful in understanding why you may be having 

a hard time communicating with a certain patient. While it is 

important to note that not all patients fi t neatly into these cat-

egories, there is research showing that people will display char-

acteristics of their dominant social style, especially in times of 

stress. 

Reid and Merrill’s model is defi ned by two variables: assertive-

ness and responsiveness. Assertiveness is defi ned as the degree 

to which others see a person’s behavior as forceful or direc-

tive (Kelly, 2007). Responsiveness is defi ned as the degree to 

What happened in there? 
Th is is an experience we all have in common. Some patients 

are simply a pleasure to deal with while others, well, are a chal-

lenge. We all have diff erent views of the world, diff erent val-

ues and perceptions. As professionals working with people, it 

is our responsibility to communicate eff ectively with all types 

of people. Fluidly modifying our own communication style 

to resemble more that of our individual patient’s style has the 

potential of elevating our overall clinical skills. Establishing 

warm interactions with your patients will reap many benefi ts. 

Patients will feel more comfortable, this will result in increased 

word-of-mouth referrals, better patient compliance, and lead 

to diagnosis that is more accurate during trouble shooting. You 

will benefi t personally as well. By engaging your patients in 

ways that are more meaningful, you will avoid the daily grind 

of “going through the motions”. It simply makes the day more 

interesting and meaningful. Instead of treating the  “patient 

with the mild to moderate high frequency sensorineural hear-

ing loss” much like you have done every other day for the past 

blank years, you can see Mr. Bailey who came to you. Although, 

this individual reluctantly came into your offi  ce with his arms 

crossed and sports a frown on his face, Mr. Bailey still needs 

your professional help.

Th e study of modern day personalities and social styles began 

in the early 1900’s. Up until this time, it was believed that tem-

perament and illness was aff ected by imbalances of fl uids in 

the body. Th is theory can be traced all the way back to ancient 

Greece as Hippocrates fi rst proposed it in 400BC. In medieval 

times, Galen proposed a similar theory. You can see in the table 

how similar the characteristics of each have remained consis-

tent throughout time. (Kelly, 2000)  Th e names have changed. 

We now know that personalities are biologically based and not 

related to too much yellow bile. But, it is interesting to note 

that the characteristics have remained basically the same since 

400BC.

Homour
(Hippocrates)

Ancient Name
(Galen)

Characteristic
Modern Name

(Keirsey Model)
Social Style

(Reid, Merrill)

Blood Sanguine courageous Artisan Director

Yellow bile Choleric  ambitious Idealist Creator

Black bile Melancholic thoughtful Guardian Supporter

Phlegm Phlegmatic calm Rational Analyzer
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which others as emotionally controlled see a person’s behav-

iors. Responsive individuals react to their own emotions or the 

emotions of others. (Kelly, 2007). People on the right half of the 

quadrants are assertive; they tell you what they want. People on 

the left  half of the quadrants prefer calm interactions and do 

not like confl ict. People in the top half of the quadrants are task 

focused; they are interested in what has to get done. People in 

the lower quadrants have are relationship focused and prefer 

warm interactions and are guided by their feelings.

 

The Director
Let’s start with the “Driver” or “Director” because let’s face it, 

since they are assertive and task focused, they would likely tell 

us to get going and start with them!  Drivers are valued for 

their ability to get things done. You need not bother with the 

details or too much emotional talk, just give them the facts 

and they will make a quick decision.

How to know if you have one in your sights:

 •  Th ey will tend to use a rapid rate speech

 • Will likely use big gestures and take up space. 

 • Task oriented

 • Prefer “no-nonsense approach”

 • Make quick decisions

 • May seem abrupt or demanding

Getting on Track with them:

 •  Speak a little faster if you tend to have a slower rate 

of speech.

 • Use bigger gestures

 • Use the words: think, effi  cient, move on, results

 • Be brief: get to the point!

 • Be punctual (if you are not they will tell you about it!)

 • Give them choices

My patient, Mr. Bailey, was a director. Let me be honest, he was 

a cranky director. He was not at all happy about coming to my 

offi  ce. Nevertheless, he had decided he needed a hearing aid 

and he was going to get it done, today!

One of the questions on his case history was something like, 

“List three situations where you are having trouble hearing” his 

answer was, “Th is is not a good question”. I made the mistake 

of trying to make light of this. Clearly, this was not going to be 

a fun appointment. Aft er recommending hearing aids, I was a 

bit off  my game because I still had not gotten any kind of emo-

tional response out of him nor did I know particularly where he 

was having trouble hearing. Our session went like this:  I showed 

him our levels of technology with the prices and waited. Only 

because I didn’t know what else to do. He asked a question, I 

answered. I waited. Another question and another answer, and I 

waited. Th is went on for several minutes until Mr. Bailey made 

his decision. Th is process was killing me!  I was very uncomfort-

able with the fact that we had not talked about any emotional 

issues, nor had I discovered particular hearing needs I could 

feature-match to help him … this was not how I like to counsel 

my patients!  Th e funny thing was, Mr. Bailey was fi ne. He was 

getting the information he needed, when he needed it. More-

over, that should be the goal, right?  It’s not about me providing 

information the way I feel most comfortable, it’s about Mr. Bai-

ley getting his information in a way that makes him feel the most 

comfortable. Incidentally, Mr. Bailey has become a wonderful 

patient of mine. We have a great working relationship, and I have 

even been on the receiving end of a few smiles!

The Analyzer
During a recent presentation to a group of audiologists, we 

reached the point where we were going to discuss the Analyzer. 

I asked the group if they had any examples of patients they had 

worked with that were Analyzers. As the hands shot up in the 

air, I am so happy I asked. What followed was approximately 

20 minutes of people sharing their sometimes bizarre stories 

of working with Analyzers. One participant sharing an experi-

ence also said being able to discuss these frustrating situations 

with other audiologists “was like a therapy session”!  Th e sto-

ries were extreme examples of how our analyzers can amaze 

and frustrate us all at the same time. Th e Analyzers are your 

engineer-types who may show up with their hearing aids re-

wired, re-confi gured or hooked up to some other device, and 

somehow it works!  
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The Supporter
Th e key word for Supporters is feelings. Unlike the more task 

focused Directors and Analyzers, the Supporter’s main focus is 

on relationships. When answering questions their answers will 

focus less on facts and fi gures and more on feelings and people. 

If you ask, “When did you fi rst notice having trouble hearing?”  

Th eir answer may be something like, “Well, my niece, Catherine, 

married a wonderful young man, Timothy. Th e wedding was in 

New Orleans and it was just beautiful, the whole family was there. 

Well, at the reception, my nephew Peter, who just moved to Seattle 

with his wife and 3 children, was telling me a story about his dog, 

Banjo, and I couldn’t hear what he was saying.”  So then, you ask, 

“When was this wedding?”  “Oh, that wedding was about 2 years 

ago. May 13, 2007.”

How to know if you have one in your sights:

 • Th ey are oft en with family/friends

 • Th ey engage in warm chatty conversation

 • Change can be diffi  cult for them

 • Th ey will use facial expressions

 • Talks about people, not facts

 • Will likely sit in a relaxed position

Getting on Track with them:

 • Listen to their stories

 • Use more facial expressions

 • Use the words feel instead of think

 • Give them verbal and nonverbal acknowledgements

 • Make it ok to discuss emotional issues

If you are a Director, the Supporters will drive you crazy. 

On the inside you will be screaming “Get to the point already!” 

Try your hardest to slow down and show interest in their sto-

ries. Relationships are of the utmost importance to the Sup-

porter. Th ey tend to have an excellent intuition about people 

and seem to understand the feelings and motivations of others. 

If your patient is on the verge of tears talking about how frus-

trated she is that she can’t hear her grandson, Paul (who you 

also learn is 3 and is attending pre-school now), the answer for 

this patient is not a technical explanation of how she has a high 

frequency hearing loss which is why she cannot hear Paul’s 

higher pitched voice. Th e answer is to fi rst acknowledge how 

diffi  cult that must be, show empathy, then explain how a hear-

ing aid is going to help her hear little Paul better. Change is diffi  -

cult for the Supporter. Mrs. Bell was hesitant to try hearing aids. 

Her friend Margaret, (“whom I play bridge with and she just 

lost her husband”) tried hearing aids and hated them. She was 

not sure if she would be able handle all the technology and had 

concerns about changing batteries. Assuring her during the 

How to know if you have one in your sights:

 • Th ey like information, reports, statistics

 • Th ey sit up straight or lean back away from you

 • Prefer routines

 • Use a slower rate of speech

 • Will use fewer gestures

 •  Th ese are likely the patients who walk in with 

information they printed off  the internet

Getting on Track with them:

 • Use fewer facial expressions and gestures

 • Maintain good social distance

 • Keep your voice even

 • Slow down your rate of speech

 • Give them an agenda

 • Provide details with statistics, etc.

 •  Pay attention to the information they brought to you, 

don’t dismiss it

 • Give them resources

Personally, I have the most trouble relating to the Analyzers. 

Th is is because I am a Creator. You may fi nd that you will have 

the most trouble communicating with the social style that is in 

the quadrant diagonally across from your style. Th e thing that 

throws me off  is their attention to detail, which if you knew 

me you would know there is rarely a detail I do not miss. Mr. 

Apple is a civil engineer, a very quiet, methodical and kind 

man. He came to my offi  ce with his son, also an engineer, and 

they were armed with a manila folder (methodically labeled 

“Hearing Aid Information” of course!) full of information 

they had found on the internet. Typically, I am pleased when 

patients bring information in, and in some cases, they may 

have just saved me some time. In this case, it was clear they 

needed clarifi cation on every technical aspect regarding all of 

the features. Th ey were very accurate, factual and systematic. 

It really was a beautiful thing: Except, they were driving me 

crazy. I had to fi ght my urge to talk while they were think-

ing. Th ey needed to process the information their way, and I 

needed to allow them to do this. A passive spectator I was not. 

I was still moving them towards a decision and urging them to 

see the big picture. Th e point is, I had to slow down. I mirrored 

them. I did not stop being me, I just had to slow me down and 

be a little less me. Th en at his hearing aid fi tting, we went over 

a suggested wearing schedule I provide my patients. I had to 

bite my tongue while he poured over the schedule. I already 

said he did not need to follow this schedule to a “T”. No matter, 

he had already pulled out his calendar and was analyzing how 

he was going to fi t this into his schedule. I simply had to shrug 

and let him do it.
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actual hearing aid fi tting that I was going to be there for her was 

very important. Ensuring she was successful inserting the bat-

teries the fi rst time was key to building her confi dence. We went 

slowly, much slower than I wanted to, because I knew she was 

perfectly capable of doing this!  She got it on the fi rst try and 

everything fell into place aft er that. She does wonderfully with 

her hearing aids. And, she was so pleased she referred her friend 

Margaret to my offi  ce! 

The Creator
Th e keyword for the Creator is action and their favorite ques-

tion is “What if?” Ordinary routine will bore a Creator; they 

prefer creativity and innovation. Be sure to call and confi rm 

their appointments, they can be a bit unreliable and may miss 

or be late for their appointments.

How to know if you have one in your sights:

 • Will use fast and loud speech

 • Have dramatic movements

 • Like recognition and uniqueness

 • Will likely lean forward

 • Uses direct eye contact

 • Prefers variety

Getting on Track with them:

 • Use more facial expressions and gestures

 • Laugh when appropriate

 • Use proper titles

 • Use visuals

 • Use the word feel, not think

Creators are “people-people”. Th ey enjoy relating to others and 

especially like being the center of attention. Be sure to use their 

formal title when addressing these patients as they like to be 

recognized. If you are not prone to using humor in the offi  ce, 

at least be prepared to laugh when these patients throw out a 

quick joke or humorous story. Being more of a Creator myself, 

I do not particularly have problems communicating with other 

Creators. In fact, that can be the problem. A whole 30 minutes 

of a 45-minute appointment can go quickly, and we will have 

discussed everything but why they are there. Which brings up 

a good point, help the Creator establish a routine. Creators are 

very enthusiastic, but also fragmented. Visuals are appreciated 

by this social style. Mr. Hart was a Creator and a previous hear-

ing aid user. I use Power Point slides to help discuss hearing 

loss and communication strategies at my hearing aid fi ttings. 

All of my patients seem to appreciate this, but none more than 

Mr. Hart. He really liked those visuals and commented on how 

he had never seen it done that way. If you can, do something 

creative, imaginative or new with them they are always game 

and will appreciate the vision. 

As I mentioned earlier, you will likely have the most diffi  culty 

communicating with someone with a style in the quadrant 

diagonally from your own. However, opposites oft en times 

do attract. A Supporter may appreciate the decisiveness of the 

Director. A Creator may do well with an Analyzer who provides 

a routine they can follow. Being fl exible and communicating 

with diff erent social styles is not always easy. However, when 

I am able to successfully accept the patient’s communication 

style and let go of the diff erences, something amazing happens; 

things become easier. Th e patient is able to feel comfortable. I 

can listen to what they are really saying and respond accord-

ingly. If I begin to feel frustrated at work and don’t seem to be 

clicking with patients, I take a refl ective time-out to get back 

on track. Th e benefi ts are truly worth the refl ection. Not just 

for my patients, but for me as well. Suddenly. I am not going 

through the motions day in and day out. Each patient is a new 

person with a unique set of problems for me to help. 

Th is all reminds me of the movie “Patch” starring Robin Wil-

liams as a medical student who is struggling to fi t into the rigid 

mold of what doctors were thought to be. Th ere is a scene in the 

movie that sums this up better than I ever could. It shows Patch 

Adams (Williams) talking with an older man, Arthur, whom 

he has turned to as a mentor of sorts. Arthur holds Patch’s hand 

up with four fi ngers showing and asks Patch, “How many fi n-

gers do you see.”  Patch says, “Th ere are four fi ngers Arthur.”  

Arthur says more emphatically, “Look at me!  Now how many 

fi ngers do you see?”  Now when Patch looks, he looks passed 

his fi ngers at Arthur and the images blur so that now he sees 

eight fi ngers. Arthur tells him “Yes! Yes!  Don’t focus on the 

problem, look at me. Or you will miss the solution.”  ■
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CASE BY CASE

When it comes to patient treatment, 

qualitative information is often just as 

insightful as quantitative data. As pro-

fessionals, we should take care not to 

overlook the patient as we view the audi-

ometric data (the problem). On paper, 

it may look like there are no treatment 

options, but when you move beyond 

the logic of data to explore the unique-

ness of each patient, there is always a 

possibility of improvement. 

Patient History
In March of 2008, a 26-year-old female and her father came into 

the offi  ce for a consultation …actually; they came into the offi  ce 

looking for HOPE. Th is patient has Neurofi bromatosis Type 

2 (NF2). Although it resembles von Recklinghausen disease 

(NF1), NF2 is an inherited autosomal dominant syndrome 

characterized by multiple schwannomas, meningiomas and 

ependymomas. Th e syndrome is typically diagnosed in a person’s 

20’s or 30’s, and the diagnosis is usually made as a result of symp-

toms associated with VIII nerve schwannomas. 

My young patient has had ongoing treatment at a regional hos-

pital for multiple tumors. She has had an acoustic schwannoma 

removed from her right VIII cranial nerve in 2005; hence she has 

a profound unaidable loss in the right ear. She is also blind in one 

eye and has had multiple tumors on her vocal folds. She continues 

to have multiple space occupying tumors that are random. Her 

left  ear exhibits a moderate unusual peaky audiogram (as shown 

in fi gure 1).  According to her records, this ear has shown minor 

changes in thresholds over the past two years, but discrimination 

has shown some fl uctuations (although in all instances scores are 

below 25%).  Th is young woman who has been through multiple 

surgeries, rounds of chemotherapy and severe sensory changes, 

was sent to my offi  ce through the Offi  ce of Vocational Rehabili-

tation for a chance of improved communication. She was told 

by the medical and audiology professionals at her primary care 

SUBMITTED BY E. YOUNG, M.S.
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however, this woman has some discrimination and good lipread-

ing skills, so at a minimum the prosodic stimulus of speech could 

enhance her total communication. Amplifi cation or an ALD is this 

patient’s HOPE. Th e hospital clinic that has been treating her NF2 

have not off ered an ALD as an option. Nothing was off ered. 

Treatment Plan
Th e fi rst step was to provide my patient with an FM assistive listen-

ing device to wear. Th e device would provide more stimuli in her left  

ear than she had been receiving over the last few years. If she learns 

any sound diff erentiation through the device, it would be benefi cial 

to evaluation a hearing instrument as well.

Utilizing a Comfort Contego ALD, the patient was immediately able 

to discriminate single digit and double digit numbers in the offi  ce 

without visual cues. She and her father were excited to see even this 

improvement. One week later, she and her father returned to the 

offi  ce to provide feedback on her experience with the device. In the 

interim, they had made a trip to her primary medical facility. In her 

excitement, she showed the staff  audiologist her ALD. She reported 

that their response was dismissive in that “they have some of those 

things around here somewhere.” What they failed to realize was that 

some improvement was far better than no improvement. When I 

asked how she was doing with the device, her father pointed out that 

“I should just look at the grin on her face.”  She experienced success 

with understanding her father and her boyfriend. She could com-

municate better in the car. She and her father stated that it “was the 

best thing that has happened to her in awhile.”

Th is patient has realistic expectations, but she isn’t giving up. Th e 

next step is to evaluate a hearing instrument in her left  ear coupled 

with the ALD. 

Lessons Learned
Th ere are three important lessons for practitioners regarding this case:

 1. ALDs can change someone’s life. Don’t sell them short. 

 2.  “No benefi t” is a clinically biased statement that negates the 

human factor that a patient may perceive benefi t from a 

device even if only a 1% or 10% or 20% improvement. Th is 

improvement can keep a person from becoming isolated 

by allowing even a small amount of auditory perception 

back into their world. Moreover, this benefi t provides a 

psychological lift  that is invaluable. 

 3. Th ere is hope in possibilities. ■

facility that amplifi cation was of “no use.” Reports state ”no ben-

efi t expected from amplifi cation”. She was advised not to pursue 

amplifi cation because her hearing was changing sporadically and 

rapidly and it would be of no use.  At the time she came to the 

offi  ce, she was experiencing signifi cant communication diffi  cul-

ties, emotional and social isolation, and was extremely depen-

dent on lip-reading. In her own words, she stated that her com-

munication diffi  culties were “making my life too lonely.”  

Patient Audiogram 
Right Ear- Profound Sensorineural Hearing loss

Left  Ear:  

Other monitored data included:

 •  Word Recognition Score for Left  Ear: 4%- 22% on 

diff erent test days

 •  Auditory Brainstem Tests which has shown fl uctuation in 

Wave V latency.

 •  Low Frequency Bone Conduction has fl uctuated over two 

year testing period.

 •  Subject perception of auditory stimulus has fl uctuated 

in relation to steroid treatment.

Thoughts about Treatment
Th is young woman is not a candidate for cochlear implant due to 

NF2 syndrome. Th e anticipated benefi t of amplifi cation is limited; 
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P R O F E S S I O N A L  I S S U E S

T o quote another great American songwriter, Bob Dylan, 

the times they are a changin’.  Ten years ago, the majority 

of our hearing aid patients paid privately for their hear-

ings aids.  Th e exception were those individuals who worked for 

or were retirees of large, unionized employers such as the auto-

mobile or airline manufacturers, mining companies, the railroad 

or the steel industry.  Now, more and more employers and insur-

ance carriers are providing an insurance benefi t.  I have person-

ally seen insurance coverage of all or part of a hearing aid plans 

increase approximately  10% in the past ten years.  And it is only 

growing.  We are also seeing a signifi cant rise in insurers, employ-

ers, unions, organizations, and membership groups negotiating 

hearing aid discount programs for their employees, insured, or 

members.  Th is type of benefi t is especially prolifi c during eco-

nomic downturns as it is a valued added benefi t to the individual 

but is of no cost to the group who negotiated and provides the 

discounted benefi t.  Th ey oft en can make money by off ering the 

discount.   Th e new American Association of Retired Persons 

(AARP)-HearUSA Program is a recent addition to the discount 

program off erings available. Finally, some worker’s compensa-

tion programs utilize third party administrators to manage the 

care of their worker’s compensation benefi ciaries.  Th ey fi nd this 

saves them money and time in managing their cases.  

Th ese types of coverage or benefi t scenarios, especially discount 

programs, are now oft en administered and managed by third-

party administrators.  A third-party administrator (TPA) is a 

company or entity who is the “middle man” between the patient 

or consumer and the audiologist and/or hearing aid dispenser.  

Th is company or entity has a contractual agreement or arrange-

ment between themselves and the insurer, employer or organiza-

tion.  Th e TPA then recruits and maintains a network of licensed, 

credentialed hearing healthcare providers and clinics.  Th ese 

clinics and providers have to complete a credentialing process, 

which includes providing the TPA with evidence of licensure, 

professional liability, and information on their providers and 

locations.    I use the term “hearing healthcare providers” as, in 

most situations, both audiologists and hearing aid dispensers can 

provide hearing goods and services to the patient.  Th ey do this 

as, to many national insurers, employers, or organizations require 

that both groups be included to ensure access for their members 

wherever they may located.  

    Stuck 
in the 
  Middle
Third-Party Administrators and 
Their Role in Hearing Healthcare Today
BY KIM CAVITT, Au.D.
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TPAs typically have the patient or consumer contact them directly 

in order to begin the process of accessing service.  Th e TPA then 

refers the patient to a member of their provider network that is 

either requested by the patient or is the most conveniently located 

to the patient’s home or work.  A patient can request a specifi c 

clinic or provider as long as they are a credentialed member of 

the network in question.  Th e hearing healthcare provider is then 

contacted by the patient and/or TPA regarding the terms of the 

plan (if there is a funded benefi t or if it is merely a discount plan, 

how diagnostic testing is handled, the fee schedule, how you pur-

chase the hearing aid).  Th is can be done by phone, fax or e-mail, 

depending on the TPA.

In some cases, the patient pays privately or accesses their pri-

mary medical insurance for any diagnostic testing.  If the patient 

pays privately, they write their check for payment directly to the 

provider.  Th e TPA though requires that, if the patient pays pri-

vately for their testing, that the provider have the patient pay in 

accordance to their fee schedule, which is discounted from typi-

cal usual and customary fees.  In others, the diagnostic testing 

and its payment is also funneled through the third-party admin-

istrator.  In the latter case, the TPA would reimburse the provider 

for the testing, similar to how they are reimbursed directly by an 

insurance carrier.  It again would be reimbursed in accordance 

with that TPAs diagnostic fee schedule.  

Hearing aid dispensing is handled diff erently by every TPA.  Some 

of these diff erences can be dictated by whether or not there is a 

funded benefi t.  Th e diff erences can also relate to how the TPA 

manages the purchase of a hearing aid.  With some TPAs , such as 

HearUSA , the provider purchases the hearing aid directly from 

the manufacturer. Th ey bear the out of pocket cost of the hearing 

aid.   In this situation, if there is a funded benefi t, the provider is 

reimbursed, in accordance with the fee schedule, aft er payment 

is received and processed by the TPA.  Th is method ensures no 

defi ned time period in which payment is to be expected.  Th is is 

similar to how providers are typically reimbursed by directly by 

insurance carriers.  

Other TPAs, such as EPIC and HearPO, require that you purchase 

the hearing aid through the TPA, using specifi c manufacturers.  

Th ese manufacturers are specifi ed by the TPA; the provider can 

only select a product from one of their participating manufac-

turers.  If an emergency arises and you need a product from a 

non-participating manufacturer, this would have to be approved 

by the TPA.  Th e provider would not utilize their own account 

number in making the purchase.  As a result, they have no out 

of pocket expense for the cost of the hearing aid.  Th e provider 

would receive their reimbursement, a defi ned dispensing fee, a 

defi ned number of days following the date of fi t.  

Th e fees associated with hearing aid evaluations, earmolds, 

repairs, follow-up visits, accessories and batteries vary by the 

plan and by the TPA.  In some cases, each of these items and 

services are paid separately by the patient at a discounted rate.  In 

others, these items and services are bundled into the cost of the 

testing or the device.    

Some TPAs require an application, credentialing and/or site fee 

in order to join their network, while others access no fees for 

joining.  Remember, these TPAs need qualifi ed providers to 

make their networks viable.  Th ey need audiologists as much if 

not more than audiologists need them.  Please keep this in mind 

when evaluating TPAs.  It is important to treat these agreements 

like any other contractual arrangement or obligation.  Audiolo-

gists must weigh the costs versus the benefi ts and/or the pros and 

cons of each network prior to joining.  

As with any contract, it is very important that audiologists care-

fully read the terms of these provider agreements and learn how 

these programs work prior to joining.  Audiologists have a ten-

dency to sign now and ask questions later, which is not the best 

way to proceed.  Most TPAs have a very defi ned program, which is 

easy to understand and administer.  It is important to really know 

what you are agreeing to if you sign on.  In some situations, these 

TPAs can be a very useful, fruitful source of new patient leads.  In 

others, participation with a TPA could be fi nancially detrimental 

to your business.  It is important to know the diff erence up front.  

Do your research and don’t get caught in the middle. ■

Kim Cavitt, AuD is currently the owner of her own Audiology con-

sulting fi rm, Audiology Resources, Inc.  Audiology Resources, Inc. 

provides comprehensive operational and reimbursement consult-

ing services to hearing healthcare clinics, providers, buying groups, 

and manufacturers who want to be better equipped to compete in 

the managed care and heathcare arenas.  She also currently serves 

as the Co-VP of Governmental Aff airs for the Illinois Academy of 

Audiology and is a contributor to ADA.
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It Was the Worst of 
Times, It Was the Worst 
of Times
BY PAUL PESSIS, Au.D.

Do you remember the days when you, as the busi-

ness owner, decided the value of your services?  

Th e process for being paid was relatively simple: 

Th e audiologist, not the insurance carrier, deter-

mined the level of reimbursement for a procedure. 

Th e professional would collect for services ren-

dered at the time of the visit and as a courtesy, the 

provider would bill the third party payer on behalf 

of the patient. In cases where a patient didn’t pay 

at the time of service, insurance was billed and the 

patient was responsible for paying any unpaid bal-

ance that existed aft er payment was received by the 

insurance company. Th ere was no such thing as a 

write-off ; providers were always able to be paid in 

full. Th is was known as “fee-for-service”. Practi-

tioners would annually adjust their fee schedules 

to compensate for the rising costs of doing busi-

ness. Th is made sense in a democratic society; 

an example of freedom of choice for both patient 

and provider. Th e provider determined his/her fee 

schedule. A patient could deem it unreasonable, 

and if so, then the patient could seek services else-

where. Th ose days are sorely missed, especially in 

these diffi  cult economic times.

Many of us are providers in the Medicare sys-

tem. Th e Medicare system has two status catego-

ries:  Participating Provider and Non-Participat-

ing Provider. Nearly every audiologist “accepts 

assignment”; which indicates that you are a “par-

ticipating provider” (PAR). Why is this the most 

common Medicare provider status option?  I can 

speculate that it is because most physicians accept 

assignment and audiologists want to be in the 

same category as their referring partners. Patients 

like this arrangement because, when a provider 

accepts assignment, Medicare pays 80% of the 

amount allowed by Medicare (not the amount the 

provider feels is appropriate), and then second-

ary insurance pays most or all of the remaining 

20%. In this case, a Medicare patient essentially 

expects he/she will never have to pay for services 

rendered. A sense of entitlement?  Patients love it. 

Why not?

Some facts. Medicare is struggling to stay afl oat. 

When it was decided that the entry age for becom-

ing a Medicare benefi ciary was 65, life expectancy 

was short and the funds needed for maintain-

ing Medicare as a solvent payer was very doable. 

Well, people are living longer, and the costs of 

Medicine have sky-rocketed, resulting in a need 

for change. A fair solution would be to increase the 

age that people enter the Medicare system; perhaps, 

creating a “means test” whereby the indigent would 

receive full Medicare reimbursement, but the 

wealthy would receive a lesser benefi t. Legislators 

fear that if they implement these types of changes, 

they will be unpopular with their voting constitu-

ents. So, instead, Medicare’s fi nancial woes are 

being “fi xed” by lessening provider reimbursement. 

Th is penalizes the providers. We are being paid less 

IN MY OPINION
P R O F E S S I O N A L  I S S U E S

We want to know what you think. If you have a suggestion for an “In My Opinion” topic idea or an 

opinion to share, please contact Nancy Gilliom, Ph.D. at gilliomaudiology@comcast.net.
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despite the rising costs “for doing business”. Assuming that the 

current system remains unchanged, by the year 2010, audiol-

ogy codes will be reimbursed at a REDUCED RATE of about 

20%!  Th is is very disturbing considering that the Medicare Fee 

Schedule is the template used by most managed care entities. 

Th e reduction in Medicare reimbursement, therefore, aff ects all 

other insurance reimbursement, and so, is pervasive.

Okay, it is time to learn the options. Some providers are becom-

ing “boutique” practices. Th is means that they are no longer 

accepting any type of insurance. Th e audiologist, not insurance 

companies, would decide what would be billed and collected 

from the patient (just like in the “old days” of fee-for-service). 

Another option is to change your Medicare provider status from 

PAR to NON-PAR and specifi cally select the “limiting charge” 

(LC) category. As an “LC”, the audiologist adheres to a diff erent 

fee schedule than the PAR provider. Th e LC is paid 10% more 

than the PAR provider, and collects the Medicare allowed 

amount at the time of service (improving cash fl ow), although 

the audiologist is still required to submit a claim to Medicare 

on behalf of the patient. Th e patient receives the check; not the 

provider. Th is is successful in areas where patients can aff ord 

medical care. It is not a viable option if your patient base is on 

a fi xed or tight income. I am a Limiting Charge provider and 

it works well in my community. From the initial phone call 

to make an appointment, patients are educated that we don’t 

accept assignment and that they are responsible for payment 

(at Medicare-determined rates) at the time of service. Th ey are 

accepting of this once they understand that we send the claim 

to Medicare for them and they will be reimbursed directly by 

Medicare. Medicare providers desiring to change provider 

status must do so by December 31st of every year; it becomes 

eff ective for the following calendar year. (Note: if you decide to 

select the “non-par” status category make sure you only bill the 

LC fee structure, otherwise this is not a profi table solution). 

Another option is to “opt out” of Medicare completely. Th is 

means that you elect not to have any provider status within the 

Medicare system. Simply, you are prevented from billing Medi-

care under any circumstances once you terminate your con-

tract with Medicare. Th e patient will have to pay out-of-pocket 

for your services at rates you establish. Should you decide to 

“opt out”, you must wait two years before you are allowed to 

reapply to Medicare. So, deciding to opt out is a serious busi-

ness decision, but possibly right for you.  

So, there’s the view of the Medicare reimbursement landscape. 

Th e audiologist has choices, but the choices should be made 

with a reasoned, informed mindset. As with any business deci-

sion, knowing and understanding all the options prior to mak-

ing any changes is the key to a successful practice. It is oft en 

stated that people select audiology as a choice of profession 

because we desire to help people. I couldn’t agree more, but, 

we also have to remember that this is a business, as well. In my 

opinion, maybe we are the ones who need help in these harsh 

economic times. ■

Paul Pessis, Au.D., is the owner of North Shore Audio-Vestibular 

Lab in Highland Park, Il. In addition to practicing audiology 

for 30 years, he teaches at Rush and Northwestern Universities. 

Paul is a Past-President of the American Academy of Audiology 

(AAA). He is a past Chair of the AAA Reimbursement Commit-

tee, and has chaired the AAA Governmental Relations Commit-

tee. He represents the Academy at the AMA HCPAC meetings. 

He has twice received the AAA Presidential Distinguished Ser-

vice Award for his contributions to the profession. He is a found-

ing member of the Illinois Academy of Audiology (ILAA) and 

has received the ILAA Honors of the Association. Th is past year, 

he received the President’s Special Recognition Award. 

 If you are interested in sharing your thoughts 

and ideas on this topic, please sign up for 

ADAConnect, ADA’s interactive Listserve, 

which facilitates an open dialogue among 

members and meaningful peer-to-peer 

knowledge transfer. Visit www.audiologist.org 

to join ADAConnect today!
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Remember the days when a phone was just a 

phone, and when our patients would take their 

hearing aid out of their ear to use the telephone?  

Now a phone is a camera, a music player, a data-

base, a web browser, a gps, and more.  Yet, still the 

most important feature of the telephone should 

be the phone.  And more importantly, the hear-

ing aid should stay in the ear with all forms of 

communication.  With the variety of telephones 

being used today, it is diffi  cult for many of our 

patients to determine what phone will be the best 

for communication. Dr. Gilliom, private practice 

audiologist in Florida, has made a simple hand out 

that describes telephones in terms of hearing aid 

compatibility.  She instructs her patients to bring 

their phones into the offi  ce or try them at home to 

determine if they are able to hear without feedback 

or interference. In addition, she informs patients 

that when they renew their cellular contracts, 

oft en they are entitled to a telephone upgrade at 

no cost through their service provider. Th is gives 

them the opportunity to fi nd a telephone that is 

hearing aid compatible at no or limited cost.  And, 

the fi nal point she stresses and circles/highlights 

on the hand out is to make sure that the telephone 

salesperson provides the Rating of the phone.  It is 

not enough for the salesperson to just say, “Yeah, 

all the new phones are compatible; I’m sure it’ll 

work.”  If the hearing aid does not have a rating of 

T3 or higher, it is not likely to be eff ective with the 

hearing aid. ■

There is no need to reinvent the wheel every time 

you need a new form in your offi ce. Audiology 

Practices will include an example of a form that 

you can implement into your practice; the form 

will be available on our website as well as on 

the following page so you may cut/copy/scan 

for use in your offi ce. In this issue you will fi nd an example 

of a form used as a handout for explaining telephone 

compatibility. The Wheel is an opportunity for you to share your 

forms with your ADA colleagues. Our members are in all phases of their careers, so virtually any 

form may be of use to some of our members. Please submit forms to the Audiology Practices 

Editor to help keep our wheels turning. If you have any needs or ideas that you would like to see 

provided in this section, please email the Editor at gilliomaudiology@comcast.net. 

THE WHEEL
FORMS FORUM

T H E  S O U R C E



HEARING AID COMPATIBILITY WITH TELEPHONES

Mobile (Cellular) Phones
To ensure that all persons can use digital wireless devices, the Federal Communications “Com-
mission (FCC) updated the Hearing Aid Compatibility Act of 1988 (“HAC Act”), passing regulations 
to increase the number of hearing aid-compatible mobile telephones.  Every 
telephone manufacturer (e.g. Samsung, LG, Motorola, Nokia, etc.) must carry at least one model 
that meets the HAC Act.  

Check with your carrier (AT&T, Sprint, T-Mobile, etc.) for compatible telephones.  Pursuant to FCC 
guidelines, the telephones must have HAC ratings.  Before you purchase a new cell phone, be 
sure to ask what these ratings are for the particular phone you choose.  If at all 
possible, try the phone with your hearing aid before you buy the phone.  If you know the rating is 
compatible for your hearing aid but you are unable to try it, the phone carrier will have give you a 
window of time to turn the phone back in for a refund or exchange.

Ratings for Hearing Aid Immunity
Phones with an M-Rating of M3 or M4 meet FCC requirements are less likely to generate
interference to hearing devices than phones that are not labeled. M4 is the better/higher of the 
two ratings.  Also, your hearing aid may be measured for immunity to this type of interference. The 
more immune your hearing aid is, the less likely you are to experience interference noise from 
mobile phones.

T-Ratings and Compatibility for Hearing Aids with Telecoils
A telecoil is a small device that is built into some hearing aids for use with the telephone as well 
as assistive listening devices. Not all hearing aids have telecoils. Phones with a T-Rating of T3 or 
T4 meet FCC requirements and are more likely to work well for people who use hearing aids with 
telecoils with telephones. T4 is the better/higher of the two ratings.

Home Phones
All stationary phones are hearing aid compatible for T-Coil use since the original HAC Act in 1988.

Cordless Phones are not necessarily compatible. Check with your user manual or simply test the 
phone with your hearing aid in the T-coil position to see if transduction of sound occurs. 

If using an Auto-T, an extra magnet may be used to increase the signal to the hearing aid to turn 
on the telecoil feature.
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ADA Fast Facts
When was ADA founded? and why?  

Th e Academy of Doctors of Audiology began in 

October 1977 with the belief that there was a need 

for a national organization for audiologists who 

were dispensing or planned to dispense hearing 

aids. Th e founding fathers were John Maher, John 

Balko, Norman Carmel, Leo Doerfl er, Chauncey 

Hewitt, Mike Pollack, Roy Rowland and Anthony 

Tsappis. Th ese men, along with a handful of vision-

ary entrepreneurial audiologists knew in their heart 

of hearts that incorporating the sale of hearing aids 

in audiologists’ practices was not only a convenient 

solution for both patients and audiologists, but it 

was a best practice—and best for ensuring quality 

patient care and patient management. 

At the time of ADA’s formation, the American 

Speech-Language Hearing Association’s (ASHA) 

Code of Ethics that stated that it was “unethical” 

for audiologists to sell hearing aids for profi t—

and out of this critical philosophical diff erence 

was born ADA (then named the Academy of Dis-

pensing Audiologists). As a result of unrelated 

Supreme Court decisions regarding restraint of 

trade regulations, ASHA later changed its code of 

ethics. Today, thanks to ADA and its initiatives, 

dispensing audiologists are viewed as the standard 

of care for the entire profession. 

Who can be a member of ADA?  

ADA off ers three main categories of membership:

Fellow—Shall be open to any audiologist who 

holds a graduate degree in audiology and meets at 

least one of the following requirements: 

 •  Holds the Au.D. degree from a regionally 

accredited educational institution .

 •  Is enrolled in an Au.D. degree program at a 

regionally accredited educational institution 

prior to December 31, 2007.

 •  Was a Fellow of the ADA prior to January 1, 

2001, regardless of academic degree.

Associate—Shall be open to any individual who 

possesses a graduate degree in audiology or an 

allied profession and who supports the activities 

and goals of the ADA, but who may not meet one 

or more of the membership criteria for Fellowship. 

Student—Shall be open to any individual who 

is currently enrolled full time in an Au.D. degree 

program at a regionally accredited educational 

institution, and who supports the activities and 

goals of the ADA. 

In addition, beginning January 2009, ADA also 

has two special membership categories:

Graduated —Open to ADA student members who 

have graduated and are transitioning from student 

to fellow membership status. First year graduated 

membership dues equals 50 percent of regular 

fellow membership dues. Second year graduated 

membership dues equals 80 percent of regular fel-

low membership dues.

Life—Life Membership is available to ADA Fel-

low members who have met all of the following 

requirements: Member has attained 65 years of 

age, has paid 15 years or more of membership 

dues and has retired from active practice.

ADA created the Au.D. in 1988 and totally commit-

ted itself to fully supporting audiology becoming a 

doctoring profession with the Au.D. as its distinc-

tive designation.  By 1998 ADA leaders decided 

that it was time to take the next step in its com-

mitment to and evolution of the Au.D. movement, 

and that was to change its Bylaws to refl ect the 

Au.D. as the necessary degree for membership for 

new Fellow members.  Th e membership, in 1998 

at the annual member business meeting, voted 

in the Au.D. membership change to take eff ect 

in 2001.  Keep in mind that none of those voting 

members in 1998 had an earned Au.D. degree.  So, 

it was not a group of Au.D.s voting in the Au.D.  

It was committed members who were positioning 

the profession and ADA for the future.

T H E  S O U R C E
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If I don’t have an Au.D., can I still effectively 
participate in ADA as an associate member?  

Absolutely! Essentially, the only diff erence between a Fellow and 

an Associate member is that the Associate member does not have 

voting rights and the Fellow member does have voting rights. 

All members can participate equally and ADA board members 

take all members opinions and concerns into consideration.

It is important to remember that during the fi rst 20 years of ADA, 

there were no Au.D.-degreed audiologists in ADA, because there 

weren’t any Au.D.s graduated until the late 1990s to early 2000s.  

ADA was founded, operated, and lead by M.S., M.A., M.C.D., 

Ph.D., Sc.D., and Ed.D. audiologists, and ADA has signifi cant 

respect for audiologists holding those designations.  

What is the value of ADA membership?  

Today, ADA has more than 900 members, 80 percent of whom 

are practice owners. ADA is the preeminent organization 

where an audiologist can learn about best business practices 

for their practices through meaningful peer support. Profes-

sional member benefi ts include access to information, educa-

tional and networking opportunities that are focused on the 

needs of the autonomous practitioner. Specifi c benefi ts include 

the following:

Professional Member Benefi ts

 • Subscription to Audiology Practices Magazine

 •  ADAlerts, which feature the latest need-to-know 

information

 •  Signifi cantly reduced registration rates at the ADA 

Annual Convention—the profession’s premier 

educational and networking event

 •  Online Membership Directory for locating colleagues 

throughout the country

 •  Professional leadership opportunities on ADA 

committees and working groups

 •  Advanced training (e.g., cerumen management, staff  

development)

 •  Special business partner relationships with Hertz, MBNA 

credit cards and Health Care Provider Service Organiza-

tion  (HCPSO) professional liability insurance

 • Reimbursement updates and information

 • Career development resources

 • Practitioner research updates

 •  Representation and monitoring of legislative activities 

aff ecting the profession 

ADA Members-only Website Benefi ts

As an ADA member you gain full and unrestricted access to 

ADA’s new and expanded website, www.audiologist.org, where 

you can access the following information 24 hours a day:  

 • HIPAA help

 • Find-a-member

 • Legislative updates

 • Student education and career guidance

 • Classifi ed advertising

 • Latest industry trends

 • Listserve 

 •Website link to member domain 

 • In depth coding and reimbursement information

What is ADA’s vision for the profession?  

ADA’s vision as outlined in its position paper “Ensuring Audi-

ology’s Future in Healthcare: Owning the Profession through a 

Culture of Practice Ownership” is that:

“Th e future of the audiology profession and the provision of 

comprehensive and eff ective patient care will be best served by 

audiologists securing ownership of the audiology profession. 

Th is will be accomplished by strategically ensuring that practice 

ownership is the predominant practice model for audiologists, 

consistent with the recognized character and success of other tra-

ditional doctoring healthcare professions.”

 Please contact Stephanie Czuhajewski at 

sczuhajewski@audiologist.org for more 

information about ADA, ADA membership, 

and opportunities for advancing your audiology 

career through involvement with ADA.
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Peer-to-peer exchanges provide exceptional opportunities for knowledge transfer but more 

importantly for the discovery or rediscovery of camaraderie and common purpose within our pro-

fession. For this reason, ADA is pleased to facilitate the sharing of member experiences through 

“Your Story.”

YOUR STORY

Dr. Nancy Hart:
Around the Backdoor
AP: Th ank you for taking the time to share your 

story with us.  As you know, ADA is on the move 

and our vision is to see audiologists own our pro-

fession where Private Practice is the norm rather 

than the exception.  You have a unique story, as 

you came into private practice through the back-

door, so to speak.  Tell us about your journey.

NH: Essentially I was a stay at home mom with a 

preemie baby. Luckily Abby was healthy but day-

care wasn’t an option due to her low birth weight 

so I became a stay-at-home mom.  Aft er a few 

years, as Abby became a toddler, it was obvious 

to me that I needed more to challenge my mind. 

My husband and I weren’t taking any chances on 

another diffi  cult pregnancy and more children, so 

I started looking for a career rather than just a job. 

A woman in my yoga class was a public school SLP 

and invited me to shadow her for several days. One 

thing led to another, and I found myself enrolled in 

a second bachelor’s program at Towson University 

in Baltimore starting on my path towards becom-

ing a public school SLP. My undergraduate Hearing 

Science class really clinched the shift  to Audiology 

for me. My professor held my feet to the fi re aca-

demically, but was compassionate and encouraging 

about my lack of formal science training. I had a 

B.A. from Western MD College (now McDaniel 

College) in Communications but had very little 

hard science coursework. I was so excited by my 

ability to understand physics and acoustics that I 

actually started to believe in the possibility of being 

accepted into the Au.D. program. At age 34, with 

my family’s support and best wishes, I applied and 

was accepted. Th ose were some of the hardest and 

most rewarding years in my life. I pushed myself 

and was pushed to extremes, but I persevered!

AP: I understand that you never intended to be 

in Private Practice, but circumstances off ered you 

this challenge. Aft er graduation, when and why 

did you decide to venture into Private Practice?

NH: I graduated in December 2005 with an enor-

mously bright group of young women. I completed 

my fourth year externship with Hearing Specialty 

Group in Baltimore. It was a long commute from 

my residence, but I enjoyed this valuable oppor-

tunity so much that following completion of 

my doctoral program, I continued employment 

with Hearing Specialty Group with an incred-

ible employer, mentor and colleague, Greg Wil-

son.  He has a multi-offi  ce private practice and 

needed someone who could eventually take on 

one of these offi  ces. Greg was incredibly generous 

in sharing both his clinical and business/practice 

management knowledge. He took me aside one 

day and said, “Nancy, I’ll never hold it against you 

if you start your own practice.” What a gift …at the 

time, I wasn’t actually thinking of doing so, but it 

helped to think that he believed in me!

Unfortunately, a little more than a year later, my 

Mom suff ered a brainstem bleed and was perma-

nently disabled. As her power of attorney, I needed 

P A N D O R A’S  B O X
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to be closer to home and the long commute to Baltimore was 

no longer feasible. In addition, my supportive family would 

also benefi t, as time in the car was time away from them. 

With a heavy heart, I told Greg what I needed to do; he was 

very gracious. Over the next 7 months I tapered off  working 

at Hearing Specialty Group in Baltimore as I set up Healthy 

Hearing and Balance in my hometown of Westminster, MD.

AP: So here it is one and a half years later.  Can you believe it?  

You have gone from being a student, to employee, and now as 

an owner in such a short time. What do you think are some of 

the advantages of being a practice owner?

NH: Looking back, it was a total leap of faith. I just kept focus-

ing on the next few things on my ‘to do” list and here I am! 

Th e advantages of business ownership have been incredible. 

Control of my schedule and the ability to set up the practice of 

my dreams are without compare. As a recent Au.D. graduate, I 

wanted to off er every conceivable service and treatment. I didn’t 

want to focus all my eff orts on treatment through amplifi cation, 

etc.  I wanted to continue to do ABRs and VNGs. With this in 

mind, I enrolled in just about every course off ered at the Ameri-

can Institute of Balance and really dove into vestibular work.

AP: You have tackled a lot in your fi rst year.  Tell us about your 

biggest triumph this past year.

NH: I think what I’m most proud of is how quickly the local 

medical community has supported me. I’m getting referrals 

from neurologists, internal medicine physicians, ENTs, physi-

cal therapists…it’s been incredible. Some of this success is due 

to the fact that I’m practicing in my hometown so I know many 

of these folks and they know and trust me. Also, my practice 

is in a medical offi  ce building and has lots of natural light, big, 

clean treatment rooms with comfortable chairs and two incred-

ible front desk staff  that have been an asset to the practice.

AP: Tell us about your most interesting case this year?

NH: Actually, two come to mind: one hearing-related, and 

one vestibular. Th e fi rst was a congenitally blind gentleman, 

who had an acoustic neuroma (AN) removed several years 

ago and subsequently lost his ability to lateralize sound detec-

tion which impacted his ability to navigate independently. As 

a result, he has been using a guide dog for several years. He 

came in, hoping for something to help him to be able to walk 

independently again. So, while wearing a demo BAHA in our 

offi  ce, he was able to lateralize sound well enough that he could 

navigate going through doorways without needing his dog for 

the fi rst time since his AN surgery. Th e BAHA gave him a spa-

tial sense of the environment that he had lost. He was referred 

to an ENT for a surgical evaluation and the upshot is that 

he’s coming in next month for his BAHA fi t post surgery. Th is 
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 If you would like to share your story 

or have a suggestion for this feature, 

please contact Nancy Gilliom at 

gilliomaudiology@comcast.net.

On a clinical note, the building I’m in has a continuous fl ow 

ventilation system that presents just about 50dBHL of low fre-

quency “noise” in my hearing aid fi tting room! However, with 

the installation of a baffl  e in the ductwork I can now turn it 

“off ” when running real ear. Sure wish I had paid attention to 

that “noise” during the initial setup of the suite because it was 

an expensive change order item!

AP: Well, you made it through your fi rst year with triumphs 

and lessons learned.  What do you have in store for the next 

few years?

NH: My goals for the next 5 years include hiring an Au.D. 

audiologist and having a full schedule! I’m also very interested 

in Aural Rehab. I’d like to establish an ongoing AR group from 

patients and within the community. Additional goals are to 

expand UNHS services and to focus on tinnitus and /hearing 

conservation, while continuing to establish the practice as the 

premier vestibular center in my community.

AP: Wow, you have a lot going on!  One concern of many prac-

tice owners is the amount of time it takes to run a practice and 

how to avoid the dreaded burnout.  Your offi  ce is young in the 

scheme of things, but how do intend to stay balanced (no ves-

tibular pun intended)?

NH: I’m not entirely sure how I keep the schedule I do, but I 

just wake up each day and follow my gut. Some days are very 

clinic-oriented and other days require mundane tasks such as 

bookkeeping and bill paying. I try to segment the week into 

task chunks giving my “best” time to patients and my least 

effi  cient time (Sat. morning) to offi  ce tasks. I keep my sanity 

by changing tasks oft en, getting a massage every 2 weeks and 

staying in touch with as many positive, supportive people as 

I can. Also, exercise is critical to keep feeling well and to stay 

healthy. 

AP: Th ank you for your time and willingness to share your 

story.  Do you have any advice for those that may be thinking 

of starting a practice.

NH: Make sure you secure enough funds. Prepare for every-

thing you can think of in advance. Stick to your vision. And, be 

sure your loved ones are in full support of you. ■

collaborative eff ort with his ENT promises an enormous 

quality of life impact for him in terms of regained indepen-

dence. Very gratifying! 

Now for the vestibular patient… a lady came in with quite dis-

abling vertigo and through our extensive case history reported 

that she was experiencing a fl are with her known Herpes Sim-

plex Virus (HSV). Her VNG results revealed a unilateral weak-

ness, positional vertigo and quite a bit of postural instability. 

I referred her back to her gynecologist for Valtrex treatment. 

She knew she had HSV, but was surprised to fi nd that it could 

be the cause of her vertigo. Post Valtrex treatment, she had 

signifi cant improvement in her postural stability and no posi-

tional vertigo. She was incredibly relieved and able to go back 

to work. Plus, now she knows to act immediately in cases of 

HSV fl ares to hopefully avoid another vestibular event. Th ese 

are the kinds of success stories that really jazz me!

AP: Having your fi rst year under your belt, is there anything 

you wish you had done diff erently?

NH: As you may tell, I can be enormously positive, so I tend 

not to dwell on mistakes, but of course they happened. Here 

are a few of them! I wish I had fi nanced more of my equip-

ment rather than purchasing so much of it outright so that 

I could have more working cash fl ow during these growing 

years.  My banker had to talk me into opening a line of credit 

which ultimately has been very useful.  I came very close to 

purchasing an offi  ce condo, but am glad that at the last min-

ute I decided to stick with renting space, at least for now.
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HAVE YOU 
HEARD?
ADA Unveils New Strategic Plan 
ADA is committed to executing its newly formed 

strategic plan for the purpose of achieving its vision 

as outlined by members and volunteers:

To build an organization that embraces and promotes 

audiologists owning the profession through practice 

ownership based on best clinical and business practices.

Sub-Goal 1: ADA Members will have the knowl-

edge, skills and resources necessary to achieve an 

ownership position in professional practices.

Sub-Goal 2: ADA members will have continu-

ing access to the information, education insights 

and relationships that refl ect and support the best 

clinical and business practices.

Objectives & Strategies

•  Solidify ADA’s branding/vision to market ADA 

and maintain its current members, while position-

ing ADA as the “go to” organization for indepen-

dent audiologists.

•  Create a Practice Advisory Committee which will 

develop and drive programs focused on business 

skills and practitioner resources. Make business 

education and peer support accessible and aff ord-

able in a real and virtual community. Teach and 

promote best clinical and business practices. 

•  Develop educational materials regarding available 

practice settings covering pros, cons and conse-

quences of practice setting choice.  Advocate and 

develop marketing materials to produce attitudi-

nal changes that create the motivation and desire 

for equity ownership among students and current 

audiologists who are not yet practice owners.

•  Create a virtual online community for ADA 

member practitioners.

•  Create an ADA Member Preceptor Program to 

provide training and clinical rotation opportu-

nities which meet the needs of the preceptor, 

student and educational institution. Expose 

audiology students to the autonomous practice 

of audiology through clinical rotations with 

ADA members who are practice owners. 

•  Create, promote and expand mentoring oppor-

tunities for practitioner-student and peer-peer 

relationships.

New ADA Board Members
ADA is pleased to announce 

the addition of new Board 

Members Bruce Vircks, Au.D., 

Treasurer and Eric Hagberg 

Au.D., Director-at-large. Dr. 

Vircks is Audiology Director 

at Wolfe Clinic in Marshall-

town, IA and Dr. Hagberg is  

Founder & Owner of Neuro-

Communication Services, Inc., 

in Boardman, OH. Please visit 

www.audiologist.org to view 

their complete biographies.

In Memoriam
Dr. Judith S. Gravel passed 

away on December 31, 2008 

following a courageous two 

and one-half year battle with 

cancer. Th e fi eld of pediatric 

audiology will feel the impact 

of this loss of Judy’s wisdom, passion, and integrity 

for many years to come.

P A N D O R A’S  B O X

Bruce Vircks, Au.D.

Eric Hagberg, Au.D.
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PRACTICE TIPS
This is the place for helpful hints and timely tips. If you have a best practice you would like to 

share with fellow ADA members or have suggestions on topics you would like to see addressed 

in future issues, please contact Stephanie Czuhajewski at sczuhajewski@audiiologist.org.

In the Lab: Removing the Earmold 
When the Tubing is Stiff
Many audiologists handle removing earmolds 

from earhooks diff erently. Some audiologists sim-

ply pull the earmold off  the earhook by pinching 

the earmold close to the earhook or by using pli-

ers to grasp the tubing close to the earhook and 

wiggle it off  slowly so as not to break the earhook. 

Other audiologists, use a razor blade to cut a ver-

tical slit on the tubing at the top so it can easily 

slide off  the earhook. While  other audiologist use 

a cutter to cut a slice of the tubing vertically where 

it connects to the earhook (similar to the razor 

blade technique). One of these methods is sure to 

do the trick. 

Once the tubing is off  the earhook, occasionally 

one fi nds residual tubing in the Lucite/Acrylic 

earmolds that is diffi  cult to ream out. Several 

audiologists off ered this practical tip:

When a Lucite earmold has tubing in the sound 

bore, try putting a little Th in Cement into the hole 

to loosen up the residual glue and tube. Before it 

has a chance to dry, ream it out. Voila! a sound 

bore clear for retubing in a matter of seconds.

Thinking Fast on Your Feet Using 
a THROW Technique
If you’ve ever been asked a tricky or sticky profes-

sional question during a public speaking engage-

ment or been pressed on the reasoning behind 

an opinion by a patient or a co-worker, then you 

understand the importance of thinking on your 

feet. Most of us have been put on the spot at one 

time or another, whether in a practice setting or at 

a social event. So how do you keep calm, cool and 

collected, while communicating eff ectively with 

your audience? Using a simple THROW tech-

nique can help!

T—Take a deep breath and give yourself a posi-

tive or affi  rming message.

H—Hear, listen and interpret. Look directly at 

your audience, read the body language of your 

questioner and try to pick up on cues and clues 

that might give you an idea of the intent behind 

the question or comment at hand.

R—Repeat the question. Th is will not only ensure 

that you understand what information the audi-

ence seeks, but will also buy you a few extra pre-

cious seconds to gather your thoughts before 

responding.

O—Off er one Point and one supporting piece of 

information. When responding to a tough crowd, 

emphasize your main point and reinforce that 

with one additional, key piece of information that 

directly supports your position. Providing too 

much information can dilute your message—too 

little and the conversation may turn into an inter-

rogation.

W—Wait in Silence. When you are done making 

your point, stop talking. Silence, when used spar-

ingly, communicates that you are confi dent and in 

control of your thoughts.
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SCRAPBOOK
P A N D O R A’S  B O X

On November 6-8, more than 500 audiologists, key opinion leaders and industry 

partner representatives converged on Las Vegas for education, networking and a 

great time at ADA’s 2008 Annual Convention! ADA thanks the sponsors and 

exhibitors who helped make the 2008 Annual Convention possible 

and the talented and insightful session presenters who provided 

exceptional educational content and a dynamic learning experi-

ence. Please view some of the photos from this event below and 

visit www.audiologist.org for a complete photo gallery.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE  Continued from page 3

the best professionals to help people with hearing and balance 

problems. Th e Academy of Doctors of Audiology embraces 

this philosophy and is working to be your association of choice 

for matters concerning an autonomous practice model.  

ADA is on the move. Th e release of ADA’s position paper, 

“Ensuring Audiology’s Future in Healthcare: Owning the Pro-

fession through a Culture of Practice Ownership” and ADA’s  

vision to build an organization that embraces and promotes 

audiologists owning the profession through practice own-

ership based on best clinical and business practices, illus-

trates ADA’s commitment to elevate the profession. We have 

changed the look and feel of this periodical (formerly Feedback) 

to help our members achieve their goals as private practitio-

ners. Audiology Practices includes expanded content including 

business articles, diagnostic and treatment features, as well as 

a resource section. We are also inviting authors with expertise 

in a particular professional area to submit regular articles in 

Audiology Practices and to contribute content to our website.  

Whatever questions you would have about autonomous prac-

tice, ADA is here for you! If you are confi dent that you are or 

want to be the hearing care practitioner of choice, then ADA is 

the professional association for you. If you want to own your 

profession and feel you need help or support with the plan-

ning, polishing, and proliferation, ADA is here for you!  ADA is 

HEAR for you now and HEAR for your future! ■

EDITOR’S MESSAGE  Continued from page 5

Th e Board and Staff  at ADA are Hear for You. I invite you to 

become a more involved member of this organization by par-

ticipating on committees or with this publication.  Email me at 

gilliomaudiology@comcast.net with topic requests, forms to 

share, tips of the trade, questions and opinions, and comments 

for future issues of Audiology Practices.  Th is is your Audiology 

Practices. 

In the words of Oliver Wendell Holmes, “I fi nd the great thing in 

this world is not so much where we stand but in what direction 

we are moving.” ■

Florida, Gainesville and the PCO School of Audiology in Elkins 

Park, PA. A practice manager for over 35 years, Dr. Traynor 

has lectured on most aspects of the fi eld of Audiology in over 40 

countries including the United States.  He has recently published 

a text book, Strategic Practice Management with his co-author 

Dr. Robert Glaser. 

Robert G. Glaser, Ph.D. is an independent practitioner for over 

25 years.  Dr. Glaser has served as President of the American Acad-

emy of Audiology, the Ohio Academy of Audiology and Chairman 

of the Ohio Board of Speech-Language Pathology & Audiology. 

He is widely respected for his innovative business approach to the 

profession through writings, presentations and seminars off ered 

throughout the country. Dr. Glaser is the owner and Chief Execu-

tive Offi  cer of Audiology Associates of Dayton, Inc., an independent 

private practice with offi  ces in the Dayton area. He is the principal 

owner of the Auris Group, a practice management consulting fi rm 

serving health care practitioners and the hearing industry. He has 

recently published a  book, Strategic Practice Management with 

his co-author Dr. Robert Traynor.

FISCAL ASSESSMENT  Continued from page 13

ADA’s Wiki provides ADA 

members and constituents with 

an opportunity for collaborative 

contributions that advance the 

audiology profession. A Wiki is 

a web page, designed to enable 

anyone who accesses it to 

contribute or modify content 

in a shared environment. 

The freshly launched ADA 

Wiki is intended to 

serve as a platform for 

ideas and a place where 

the tools of the trade of the 

independent practitioner 

can be continually refi ned 

through broad-based peer review.

Visit wiki.audiologist.org today!

Wiki Good
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